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Winter Carnival Stars Serendipity Singers
Canadian Centennial year celebrations at WLU will be off to
a good start as Winter Carnival
'67 comes upon us January 25th
28th.
A full scale program of events
promises to provide WLU with
one of the best Carnivals ever!
Campus queens from 21 Canadians Universities will participate
in the celebrations. These Canadian University queem candidates will arrive at Toronto International Airport on Wednesday, January 25th. A reception
in their honor is to be held, following their arrival, at the Skyline Hotel.

-

By
EVELYN HOLST

Meanwhile, a gala fireworks
display will kick off the weekend
back on campus, followed by an

animal dance in the T.A.
On Thursday evening the Winter Carnival committee is proud
to present "The Serendipity
Singers" in concert. This versatile singing group will provide
the musical sounds that are sure

to appeal to

everyone.

The Miss Canadian University
Queen Pageant is scheduled for
Friday evening of Cairnival weekend. Murray Williamson returns
as Master of Ceremonies. The
highlight of the evening's program will be the naming of Miss
Canadian University for 1967.
Suzanne Laogford, Miss Canadian
University Snow Queen for '66
will be present to crown the new
queen.

Judges for the queen contest

are: Miss Dominion of, Canada.
Diane Coulter; Mike WadswoTth,
Rooky of the year for the Eastern
Conference Canadian Football
League; the beauty editor of
Chatelaine magazine; Professor
Glenn Carol of the Personnel Department of WI./U's Business
School; and another judge yet
to be announced.
A'special feature is in store for
this year's queen. Miss Canadian
University will travel to the University of Alberta in early spiring
to take pant in Second Century
Week
the Canadian Universities' centennial project.
The sports events, which play
a prominent part in Winter Carnival festivities, will commence
Friday afternoon of Carnival
weekend at Chicopee Ski Club.
Following the ski demonstration,
all students are welcome to utilize the slopes for a nominal fee.
The majority of outdoor sporting events, from speed skating to
the "anniversary amble", will be
conducted on Saturday. A giant

—

SINGERS are probably one of
North America's best known and most popular folk
groups. These six gentlemen and two ladies have

THE SERENDIPITY

oval ice rink is to he constructed
in front of the library.
All this, plus the Old Quebec
cookout, a basketball game, and
a hockey game lead 'up to the
big Mardis Gras ball Saturday
evening. The Winter Carnival
committee requests that costumes
stay within the limits of the Carnival centennial theme.
Applications for snow sculptures
are now being accepted. $85. in
prize money is available. Students can contact Bruce Davidson in application by placing a
notice in the Winter Carnival
mailbox in the SUB.
The committee has asked for
volunteers to help with decorations. Any interested students
can place their names in the Winter Carnival mailbox.
Any fellows who are interested
in escorting a queen candidate
can apply now. A deadline for
applicants will be set sometime
early in January.

Father Bauer to address
WLU's Boar's Head Dinner
Rev. David W. Bauer, the hocCatholic
Roman
key-playing

priest who coached Canada's national team which participated in
the 1964 Olympic games at Inns-

bruck, Austria, wiLl be featured
speaker at the boar's head dinner, Dec. 12.
Father Bauer, flying to the
WLU campus from Winnipeg to
give the keynote talk, was awarded the gold medal for sportsmanship by the International Hockey
Federation. In 1963, Prime Minister Pearson appointed Father
Bauer to the founding committee
of the Company of Young Canadians, the equivalent of the U.S.
peace corps. He is serving his
third term on the advisory council for physical fitness and health.
Ua is founder and director of the

announced Canadian
recently
Hockey Foundation.
A Waterloo native, the hockey
priest was a well known Twin
City athlete in his early days,
starring in both hockey and baseball. He is a graduate of St.
Michael's College and the University of Toronto, and then en-

tered the Basilian Novitiate in
Toronto to study for the priesthood.
The boar's head dinner, one of
the most colorful of campus
events, features a procession led
by a jester, followed by six
chefs bearing a boar's head, a
turkey, a cleaver, a flaming
pudding and a Christmas cake.
Then will come six students
dressed as monks, followed by
the university choir singing the
Boar's Head Carol.

Termed threat

thrilled audiences on campuses for the past several
years, and this January will give a concert in the

Theatre Auditorium. Be sure to attend.

to academic

freedom

Report proposes multiversity
to replace Ontario Colleges
A report will be presented to

the Ontario Government in two
weeks recommending the amalgamation of the 14 provincial
universities into one instiution
the University of Ontario.
The three-man Spinks Commission, under Dr. J. W. T. Spinks,
president of the University of
Saskatchewan, was set up in August, 1965, to investigate the state
of graduate studies in Ontario
and recommend ways of eliminating duplication in the provincial universities.
The report recommends the
setting up of a multiversity, similar to the University of California
with one geneiral administration
located at the University of Toronto. The other universities
would then become satellite campuses. Each campus would retain its president and senate, but
these would be responsible to
the main .administrative body.
The report also offers an alternative, a stronger Committee on
University Affairs, which would
function as an accrediting agency. The Committee would examine the areas of studies now offered in the separate universities
and refuse to allocate provincial
funds to those areas which were

—

being unnecessarily duplicated.
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTS
ATTACK PROPOSAL

The proposal for amalgamation

has been met with sharp attacks
from the presidents of Ontario

Universities.

Dr. Villaume said that the commission "was asked for a prescription to cure a headache. It
has prescribed an amputation."
Dr. Villaume said that he was
"shocked" when he read the report because "it is so important
to maintain as much freedom as
possible for the universities.
"In many respects, the report
certainly contains implications
that the government will exercise not only financial control but
also possibly academic control."
WATERLOO LUTHERAN
NOT AFFECTED

He pointed out, however, that

Waterloo Lutheran would not be

affected by the proposal since it
is not a provincially assisted university.

Dr. G. E. Hall, president of the
University of Western Ontario
termed the report "completely

premature and unwarranted."
Dr. Hall said that he objected
to the report "because it is a
coercive measure by the provincial government. He said "universities can cooperate with each
other and the government without being subjected to coercion
and force."

Dr. J. F. Leddy, president of
the University of Windsor, said
"the suggestion is formalistic,
theoretical, perfectionist, and not
very attractive. It's important
for us to retain our full individuality, our tradition."

The report also contained a recommendation that there be one
great research library located at
the University of Toronto. This
would make U. of T. the centre
of study in Ontario.

FEAR LOSS OF

FREEDOM

ACADEMIC

The feeling that was most com
mon in the university president*
was that this new system would
lead to unwanted uniformity. Dr.
Murray Ross, president of York
University put it this way:
"What we fear most is the
California system with complete
domination from the top."
The proposal will be discussed
at a meeting of the Ontario university presidents before it is
submitted to the Ontario Government Committee on University
Affairs.
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New Plates

GRUMPS
By JAMIE BROWN

"At last! It's here! My cupid
computer dates have arrived!"
This was the frenzied message
that crackled over the wire to
my little domicile from an ordinarily stoic friend (who at his
request shall go forever nameless). For once he was virtually
bubbling over with excitement,
making me think that perhaps
they mailed him the dates in the
FLESH, thoughtfully eliminating
the bother of calling the dates
up in order to meet them. But
this was not so. The comcompany
had instead
puter
mailed a list of six (count 'em)
six names of "luscious lovelies"
instead of the promised three.
"Oh! Too good to be true!" Also
with the list was a little apologetic note, saying, "Sorry we
were so long in answering, but
we were absolutely swamped
with prospective customers."
How did the dates turn out?
What were they like? This is a
question that would plague all
chickenhearted students like
myself, who didn't fill out a form,
were it not for the fact that the
true tale is about to be unraveled here.
Anxiously, my buddy called
number one on the list, and to
his great surprise, she turned out
to be extremely friendly, and interesting. "She sounded just like
that girl lying on the tiger skin
in that TV ad," he drooled. "The
only trobule was that she turned
out to be seven years older than
I was.

mmmWM

Date number two generated

Ontario's 1967 licence plates
and vehicle permits will be available from Thursday, December
1, for passenger cars and station
wagons, Transport Minister Irwin Haskett announced today.
Motorcycle plates will be available by December 19th.
The plates and permits will he
on sale at all licence issuing offices throughout the province.
The 196.7 plates have been specially designed to mark the observance of Canada's Centennial.
They will have white lettering
and numbering on a blue background and will carry the lettering "19 Ontario 67" on the top
and "18 Confederation 67" on the
botttom. The licence numbers
will be separated by a crown, instead of a dot as in previous

in-

stant animosity. "I hated her

from the first moment we spoke
on the phone," said the friend.
"And I only managed to weasle
out of getting involved in any
date by telling her I was a homosexual, and wasn't she a boy?"
Date number three was a
voluptuous young lass with golden flowing locks and a charming
wit. "She has to be the one,"
thought my buddy, "Two flukes
and now this! This is it!" She
was married.
As my determined friend, now
in an advanced state of delirium,
knocked at the door of date number four, a thousand doubts
poured through his troubled soul.
Just as the door was about to be
flung open, he came to the conclusion that with his luck, the
girl would be short, fat and ugly,
with buck teeth. What cruel fates
befell that night are beyond comprehension of the human mind.
for there she stood. All five feet
of her. All 190 pounds of her. A
slouching hulk with rather prom
inent teeth.
I visit my friend every day in
the hospital, and am at this moment trying to convince him in
the interests of social science and
an eager psychology department
to pursue this thing to the end
and call up the last two girls on
his list. Perhaps it is all to no
avail though, because even as I
sat ait his bedside, the mere
sound of a female voice outside
sent him into some sort of cataleptic fit.

* * *

Last week, too late' for this
column, I went to a World Federalism meeting, where an erudite professor had promised to
speak. On my way to the meeting, I had visions of elbowing my
way through the crowd to the
front of the lecture room, where
I might just possibly get a front
row seat. My elbowing turned out
to be negligible however, as
there was the smallest turnout I
have ever seen for any meeting
on this campus.
As the professor started his
speech, I felt strangely sad, and
a litlte ashamed. Here was a
high-priced mind who bad obviously laboured at some length to
prepare a speech for that night,
who was having to lecture to an
empty hall. I thought of students,
smugly sitting at home, apathetic
as usual towards any learning
that was not a direct influence
on their final mark. These students seemed to me to be completely oblivious to anything that
was going on outside of their own
little Old-Age-Home worlds. But
I was wrong, and unapathetic
students, please forgive me for
thinking such thoughts. The reaction to World Federalism on
campus is tremendous, and many
students were annoyed that they
did not hear of the meeting in
time to attend. The reason? The
meeting was not publicized well
enough. This will not happen
again. The professor mentioned

years.

Expiry date for present plates
and the final day for getting
1967 plates
will be Tuesday,
February 28. Mr. Haskett said
there definitely would be no extension beyond this date.
"The three
month issuing
period gives ample time for
everyone to get plates," Mr. Has-

—

-
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Good-bye Gang
Have a Swinging Break
The statement in the Calendar
"Cbristmas vacation begins
Thursday, December 22" has
caused some confusion since the
hour is not specified.
Wednesday, December 21, is
the last day of lectures before

-

A new approach to "discovery"
teaching will be explained and
demonstrated at the fourth an-

nual Canadian Education Showplace, Automotive Buildings, Exhibition Park, Toronto, January
26 to 28, 1967.
The exhibit will be highlighted
by an "Ideas in Action" program
of educational activities outlining the methods used in the
new math and science curricula.
The new math film, "I Do and
I Understand" will be shown to
visitors, and a simulated classroom will be set up to give bewildered parents first-hand experience of what their young
children are now studying.
A demonstration of the Inquiry
Development Program in teachabove will re-schedule the meeting towards the end of January,
and I am led to believe that there
will be two hundred students on
hand.

-5
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The place of television as an
educational- aid will also be outlined during the three-day show.
School television was pioneered
by Nova Scotia in 1962, and has
been gaining popularity in other

m

provinces in the last few years.

Nova Scotia Television, in co-

operation with the CBC. will produce three daily programs during

the show.

The emphasis during the entire
show will be on the importance
of visual aids in the classroom.
Showplace '67 is supported and
endorsed by school educators,
administrators and architects
across Canada. It is recommended as the national showplace for
all those concerned with the efficient working of a constantly improving educational system.

LIBRON SERVICES
CAN PROVE YOU GET

BOOKS WHOLESALE
INTRODUCTORY STUDENT FEE $11.50 OTHERS $25.00
MAIL APPLICATION & FEE TO: LIBRON SERVICES
DEPT. 8., P.O. BOX 34, KITCHENER

IF YOU'RE SCEPTICAL
PHONE E. HERSEN, 576-5184
»|||| minium—■—l^l—MUMMl^l«»M^^——■

CLEARANCE

Friday 23rd December

Regular schedule resumes Tuesday 3rd January, 1967.

strations.

——

WINTER JACKET

p.m.

- Monday 26th December Closed
Tuesday 27th December - Thursday 29th December Open 8:30 - 5
Friday 30th December - Monday 2nd January, 1967 Closed

ing science will include a film
showing and classroom demon-

—»—H.IIIILI llllliuill»ill

Library closes Wednesday, 21st December at 5 p.m.
Open 8:30

the vacation period. The Christmas recess will begin officially
at 12:01 a.m., Thursday, December 22.
T
'-*
Lectures
will resume 8:00 a.m.
Tuesday, January 3.

kett said. "For their own peace
of mind, we hope more motorists
will get their plates early and
avoid last minute line-ups."
For commercial vehicles, traders and conversion units, 1967
plates will go on sale March 1
and the expiry date for current
plates will be March 31. This procedure is the same as it has been
for the past three years. For
these vehicles, plates will continue to be available on a quarterly basis as well as for the
whole year.
On and after December 1, 1966,
the Uninsured Motor Vehicle Fee
will be raised from $20 to $25.

Election Showplace

Library Hours during the vacation
Thursday 22nd December

—

p.m.

REGULAR PRICE

$19.95

SALE PRICE

$12.95

W.L.U. BOOK STORE
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The best of all
possible worlds
Given that progress is desirable in the environment
in which we find ourselves, the next problem is to find
how best to achieve that progress.
Liberalism, in its extreme, is equivalent to the illustration of the person who learns to operate an unfami-

liar piece of equipment completely by trial and error.
On the other hand, conservatism is characterized by
the taking of infinite care in the learning process, so that
no risk is ever taken and so that the results are always
positive.
There are obvious disadvantages to
approaches. The first can degenerate into confusion and utter
destruction, and when this happens there is no guarantee that positive results will be produced. The conservative method, on the other hand, can easily produce a
completely static condition of equilibrium in which no
learning is allowed to take place.
As in so many other conditions, a middle course,
somewhere approximately mid-way between the two
extremes, is most productive of results, since it combines
many of the advantages of both methods of approach,
and may eliminate major disadvantages.
Methods of teaching and learning are not fixed or
absolute. They too are receptive of philosophical approaches which slant the attempts in the favour of certain specialized effects. Ideally each attempt hopes to
achieve the most rapid possible learning (of useful
material) consistent with the maintenance of standards
of quality. This should be-true here at WLU, as well
as at every college in Canada, or the world for that

matter.

What must be achieved is a fine balance between
methodological and approach-oriented studies, and those
whose main thesis is the memorization of great masses
of raw information. In the university community here
at WLU we are nearing that balance, and so we are also
aware of subtle improvements which could be made to
our own system.
We are faced with at least two pendulum movements from one extreme to the other. On one hand we
have the students, once very conservative- people, but
now noted for their radical thinking and desire to innovate. On the other hand we have university administrators, traditionally conservative, cautious in their handling of other people's money, and often unwilling to rock
the boat or make any change which might disturb the
comfortable equilibrium of a system that they have
Worked for years to set up.
At this college, as at many others, the student body
looks on the administration as stifling the advent of
creativity and progress. The desire is for change, regardless of the consequences. The administrators feel
that the student body is unruly and irresponsible. They
see the ultimate consequences of student changes as absolute disaster, and so they rationalize an even more
determined conservative stand.
This opposition of powers and personalities creates
problems. Students oppose administrative wishes and
suffer reprisals, the power structure being what it is.
In realization of their position of futility the students
through violence
strike out in the only way they can
and rowdiness, sometimes demonstrations, but always
with distaste for the people who limit them: as much
'distaste as the administrators, in turn, hold for those
students.
Without careful planning such a situation can erupt
into, turmoil, or degenerate into a deadlock of resignation. Each destroys the actual objectives of education.
In order to solve the problem the administrator must
willingly admit to himself that institutions which he has
set up a few short years ago have not created a best of
all possible 'worlds, and he must strive to reform and
revise continually. Above all he must remember the
maxim, "Nothing ventured, nothing gained."
The student, on the other hand, must realize that
if each revolutionary idea were to be applied, there
would be a destruction of the physical institution of the
university, thus also making learning impossible. A line
must be drawn to curb the destruction of old ideas just
before that point at which the total working frame
begins to disintegrate. It is probably this specific point
that allows for the greatest possible education. Let us
strive to achieve it.

—
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Editorial responsibility challenged
Dear Sir:
While I would never suggest
that restraint should be placed
upon a student newspaper by any
member of the faculty or administrative staff, nonetheless in
light of the editorial "Dictator
of the Weak" which appeared
in the issue of Dec. 2, I feel
that some restraint should be
imposed by the staff of The Cord
itself. Freedom of the press does
entail responsibilities, the most
important of which is to have
the facts straight.
The sources for your editorial
should remain anonymous; their
accuracy must, however, be challenged. There is reference to
Dean Brandon's "latest directive
to the professors." Dean Brandon
issued no directive nor would the
professors accept such a directive. Student dress was indeed
discussed but no formal action
was taken. The question of miniskirts was raised facetiously to
expose the ridiculousness of any
directives on student dress. I do
not know who put forth the
"arguments contained in the
fourth paragraph of the editorial
(it was not put forth to the
faculty) and I suspect the writer
was setting up straw men to
blow down. I similarly doubt the
authenticity of Dean Brandon's
reputed comment that we professors often like to see some leg.
Students are too prone to accept
a humorous remark as serious
and thus to misinterpret. "A bit
of leg" is one thing, the whole
leg quite another!
I was distressed also by reference in the third paragraph to
our students being "in fact, the
best dressed college students on
any campus in Ontario." What is
your evidence? It may or may not
be true. We have here a sweeping generalization based on no
facts whatsoever. I have visited
other universities and found
their students well dressed too.
You need not insult by inference
other universities to make your
argument valid.
My own feelings on student
dress are irrelevant. I am much
more concerned about the type
of thinking revealed by the
editorial. Scandalous disregard
for facts and sweeping but unsupported
generalizations are
unworthy of any person who
would call himself a university
student.
H. A. MacLean
Department of Classics

Non-profit Universities!
Dear Sir:

■*

Teeny boppers beware!
Dear Sir:

Sun-ely those people who plan
or organize the handling of spectators for an activity in the
Theatre Auditorium will acknowledge the fact that lack of sufficient facilities prevents a Large
crowd to gather in the building.
Last Saturday night, these facilities were terribly overtaxed by
the large crowd; many of whom
never got to see the game itself
because every possible vantage
point was taken.
To my mind, a crowd of local
high school students taking up
spaces from the WUC
WUCs,
is enough to discourage our own
fans from coming to see our
team play. Although the game
was provided free of charge, why
should we stand to cheer our own
team while a group of highschoolers take up valuable seating accomodation. Granted, the addition
of some female fluff from the
highsehools helps to balance the
boy-girl ratio, but I fail to understand why we as students at
WLU must be inconvenienced because of the highsoshoolers. To
make matters worse, the dance
floor was so crowded with both
Plumbers and highsehoolers, that
the enjoyment of the dance was
marred because there was just
no room in which to move.
To remedy this problem of
overpopulation. I suggest that in
all future functions of this kind,
only identfied WUC WUCs and
identified students from the
school of the visting team be allowed to enter the building.
I firmly believe that instigation
of this plan would encourage
more of our fans to support our
teams, knowing that a high-

—

-

schooler, (teeny-bopper) wasn't
wasting a good seat.
Kenneth D. Jones

*
That mean, evil gnome!

There is a mean and evil person
connected with the Board of
Publication. He is the type who
would tell you that your English
exam was next week when actually it is tomorrow. He
would
even go so far as to put in print
in the Events Calendar that there
will be a Board of Publications
Christmas Party in Moosonee on
December the 28th.
This can be considered mean
and evil because some people
actually believe it. And of course
he would not tell them that It
was just a joke. The moral is
that there are some obvious
events put on the Events Calendar just to satisfy the warped
humour of this mean and evil

William Oldfield, in a letter to
The Cord last week, was critical
of Dr. Villaume for reporting, in
a talk to the Women's Auxiliary,
"another good year, a year of
considerable profit."
Actually Dr. Villaum*'s remarks were not a reference to
finances as Mr. Oldfield assumed and Mr. Oldfield is quite
right when he states that he was
person.
under the impression that uniBut for all you Board of Pubversities are non-profit organizalications
members who were looktions.
ing forward to a good time in
was
Dr. Villaume
referring to
Moosonee, don't fret. There is a
a good year in academic and refor real party to be held in
lated matters, not made clear in January.
Be sure to check the
the newspaper report, but someEvents Calendar for date, place
thing that could have been veriand time!
fied by a check with him or his
office. He was making reference
to the progress reflected by the
opening of two new schools on
The wrecked
campus, the building of additional residences, the launching of
an experimental college entrance Dear Sir:
program for grade 12 students
I most heartily agree with Mr.
and similar ventures.
Pettit and his action to disband
Could I add that I am ready at
the clique of derelicts, who have
all times to answer student querby their abuse of the SUB Recreies and comment on any matter ation Room, made that room of
that may seem unclear. Brief
wall to wall coke machines a.
newspaper reports cannot be ex- ]pleasant place to relax.
pected to tell the whole story and
Bottles and cans (provided by
sometimes can be misunderstood.
the machines, which are installed
Richard K. Taylor,
1by the permission of the SUBOG)
Director of Information. : are strewn on all the tables so

room

*

meeting.

Robby Parker
Ronny King

Her heart bleeds!
Dear Sir

In reference to the article "Dictator of the Weak" in your Dec.
2nd. issue, I agree with the statement that most professors
wouldn't even notice, and if some
of them prefer to look at nylon
clad legs rather than slacks, well

—

my heamt bleeds. Slacks need

not be seductive, I mean skin
tight blue jeans should obviously
be out. But, practically speaking
let's face it, why on earth should
a girl that has any distance to
come to school, freeze her legs
blue in below zero weather just
so some prof can see "a bit of
leg." Besides, I was under the impression that men and women at
the university level were given

some freedom of c ho i c c. It is
ridiculous to think we should be
dictated to. If I am paying my
hard-earned money to come to

to

LETTERS

i.

that one can hardly see the recreational facilities provided in
the recreation room. I think, furthermore, that card playing is actually carried on there, where for
an hour you could relax so much
more pleasurably, listening to the
latest musical whims from the
juke box at 10c a throw.
As a matter of fact under close
observation I believe that the
SUB Recreation Room is approaching the untidyness of
the
Torque Room.
I can only demand flierefore
that: a) the Torque Room be
closed to students until the
Christmas holidays as weß as the
Sub Recreation Room, b) all
people who are found with cards
in their possession or with the intention of indulging in such an activity be reported to the Dean of
Man for further action, c) the
extra janitor be used to clean
up after the SUBOG council

EDITOR

this school, I insist on the right to
dress as I please. The various
males around here will have to
learn some self control. And,
speaking of males, some boys
wearing tight blue jeans look a
lot worse than a lot of girls. Let's
be truthful, girls aren't the only
ones that can appear indecent.
One of the girls,
Julie Begemano

-

A game, a joke
It's unfortunate that our "Christian University" has so many
dishonest students that it has become necessary to install turnstyles in our Library in an effort to reduce pilferage. And it
is more unfortunate that the administration has chosen to play
a game of "Cops and robbers"
with them, by initiating a meaningless system of fines.
Once we stop the thieves in
the Library, how will we stop
them in the bookstore, dining
hall, residence, etc? It's only a
matter of time until they'll start
swiping pews from the chapel,
because it's a game,
a joke.
If we're going to have fines,
let's not make them a joke! Instead of $5.00 for the first offence, $10.00 for the second etc.,
why not $50.00 for the first, and
expulsion from the school for the
second?
The majority of students will
be very disappointed to see any
obvious mechanical devices installed, because, unfortunately,
these will speak loud and clear
to visitors "STUDENTS FROM
WLU CAN'T BE TRUSTED
1
(keep your hand on your-wallet)!

—

-

Sincerely,
Robert Dowling*

December 9. 1966
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MUSIC-THEATRE-ART
Leadbelly "take this hammer"
By BILL CLARK and
LINDA McKENZIE
I didn't know what to make
of it .Here I was with my head
on the speaker, the treble button pushed up as high as she'd
go, and the volume as high as

—
—

the landlord would stand it
couldn't understand a word. So
I played the second side and I
played it again and again
grinning like Alfred E. Neuman.
It gets you like that; you get
past the poor recording (remastered from late '30's discs) and
the heavy dialect and rural
Negro parlance and
the legendary Huddie Ledhetter is

—

talking right at you.
Leadibelly was born and rais-

ed on a black-land farm near
Shreveport, Louisiana. He learned how to pick cotton and pick
a guitar at the same time, and
he could outwork and outplay
anybody.

He lived and sang in the world
of the oppressed black workers:
a world that was at times violent and explosive, at times tender and simple, but above all
alive and creative. When he went
to the city, he added the blues
to bis already large repertoire
of primitive folk music.
"Now this is good morning blues,
and I'll tell you about the blues,
All Negros like blues
Why?

Because they was born with the
blues."
It was Lead'belly who introduced the music of the blacks of the
deep south to the world of northern city flickers. His impact was
overpowering. He sings a Louisianna version of Harlem Jive
with a voice that is rough and
untrained, hoarse and sometimes
gritty. But the important thing
is that he sings from the heart,
or perhaps better from the gut:
he feels rather than sings his
music, backing it up with a
driving twelve-string guitar that
hits you right in the pit of the
stomach.

"Now everybody has the blues
Sometimes they don't know what
it is
But when you lay down at night
Turning from one side of the
bed all night to the other
And can't sleep
What's the matter
blues got

—

you."
Lead'belly's life was as violent

and intense as his music. He
sang his way out of prison, winning a pardon from Governor
Pat Neff of Texas, who had
sworn never to pardon a prisoner. He drove himself hard, and
feared nothing, except failure.
"I wants to be the best
the
King", he said. He lived and
died the King and has left an indelible mark on the music of folk
and blues.
Take This Hammer offers a
good selection of Leadbelly's
range. There are classics like
"Pick a Bale of Cotton", "Good
Night Irene", and "Rock Island
Line", sung the way they were
meant to be sung. We hear
authentic deep-south blues in
"Good Morning Blues" and "Leaving Blues" and we understand
the faith that sustained these oppressed people in "We Shall
Walk Thru the Valley". Leadbelly expresses the basic emotions
of a simpler age and people, a
people whose lives were freighted with great sorrow and great
joy, and above all with faith.
"We shall walk thru the valley
in the shadows of death,
We shall walk thru the valley
in. peace."

—

What Was "DEAR JOHN"?
By BILL OLDFIELD
Dear John, recently playing at
the Odeon theatre, has been de-

scribed as a "look at real life,"
a "tender and lusty study of
love," and as an exposition on
the "brash techniques of courtship and clamorous fulfillment of
desire!" These are the advertisements to lure and excite the
multitude of sexually depraved
people. These are the headlines
to sell the movie as pornographic
art; but pornography insults sex
and throws dirt on it as D. H.
Lawrence would say and "Dear
John" does the opposite. It shows
sex openly and naturally.
The movie centres around a
night in bed. A captain of a ship
lands in a port; meets a girl;
takes her and her illegitimate
child to the zoo; makes a rendevous with her later; goes to
bed; and then leaves. By the very
artful use of flashbacks, the
thoughts of the two during this
period are revealed. From the
seemingly limited scope of the

film comes the cries of a "study
in brash techniques" of lovemaking.

The story is not this alone. It
is the story of two lonely people
who meet; overcome their personal shyness; make love and
fall in love.
The man has had an unfaithful
wife and the woman has had two
unfaithful lovers. These painful
experiences make them both
wary of new love. This timidness
from involvement is overcome by
a strong desire. The sexual desire is the main force which pulls
these two together. But. more
important for the movie is the
universal theme of loneliness.
Man is alone. Two people in
this movie conquer this loneliness. Throughout the story all the
outside forces which attempt to
prevent this are continually interjected. A jet flies over many
times and why the emphasis on
the throwing of stones? When the
capatin returns, his friend questions him on his sexual success
with the girl. He doesn't deny it

Art comes to Sub lounge
By ASTRID JANSON
Displayed in the SUB Lounge
this week, are a number of portraits by Dave Schroeder, a first
year Arts student here at WUC.
These pictures show a unique
approach and are very poignant
in their emotional expression.
They are, as Dave says, experiments in various types of medium and techniques.
He does not restrict himself
only to portraits, but has done
semi-abstracts and scenes, although with portraits, he thinks,

he seems to have the most luck.
His interest in art is not limited to painting and sketching
he also writes poetry (you may
have read some selections in the
CORD) and is interested in music. All his artistic endeavours
however, are strictly for his own
enjoyment. When I asked him
about a career, Dave replied he
would like to make writing or
painting his career but that, like
his art, these plans are still in
the experimental stages.

—

.

but when his friend laughs he
says, "It doesn't have to be
or, why not both
either
and." Why not love and sex. The
order is irrelevant.
The part of the show which
causes considerable mirth is just
prior to the seduction. Here is the
nervous point, the period of
shadow when neither knows what
to say. Their apparant shyness is
ridiculous! In an attempt to
break down this uneasiness he reduces the conversation to a base
level. From this comes the quote
which lingers on the lips of the
audience. "You're sweet; you're
so sweet, I could eat you uo."
The sad thing is that this kin! of
sensationalism clouds the picture
for most of the audience.
However, there is a strong element of optimism near the end.
He leaves in the morning and
she fails to meet him at the cafe
as planned. She feels that for
him it was just another good
time and later, he thinks she
might be nothing more than a
harlot. A gift he has received but
not looked at turns out to be a
picture of her family with a few
words. This revives his hope of
something more and he calls her.
The mere fact that he finally
cared enough to call leaves her
speechless and the only words
she can choke out are "Dear
John" and the film ends.
The universal theme of lonliness. magnified by earlier failures and how two people conquer
this in spite of external pressures is the theme of "Dear
John." It is a film of hope for
those who can see under the surface and refuse to be sensational
reed or shocked by human
drama.

...

BOAR'S HEAD
BANQUET

ANIMAL DANCE

coming soon

Saturday, December 10 -1966

December 12, 1966

sponsored by

THE HILLEL CLUB
(right after the Basketball game)
featuring

00 YOU HAVE
ANY IDEAS
FOR A
CENTENNIAL
PROJECT ?
SUBMIT TO:

Second Century Week
Mailbox In SUB

JANUARY
EVENTS CALENDAR
AID events for January
must be submitted to
SUBOG e/o Jenny Macklln
by December 16, 1966.

SECOND CENTURY WEEK
LITERARY SEMINAR

"THE THANES"
Admission

--

50c per person

- 99c

per couple

SECOND CENTURY SEMINAR
APPLICATIONS DUE DEC. 12
IN S.U.B. MAILBOX

WINTER CARNIVAL
requires

HELPERS for DECORATING

—

UNIVERSITY
CHRISTMAS
CARDS
from W.L.U. JUNIOR CLASS
on sale soon in
Student Union Building
(upper foyer)

coll Sue Winterburn
742-1291

$1.25 per dozen

.
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The war in

Just a contradiction in terms

VIETNAM:

Your simple war: pt. I

SAIGON (CPS)—Last year ait
this time I was writing editorials
calling the American war in Vietnam unjust, illegal and anti-democratic.
I could still make a case for
the last two (it has occurred to
me since that a just war is a
contradiction in terms). But after a month in Vietnam, I am
clear on one thing: nothing here
is that simple, nothing is that
black-and-white.
Those who talk about Vietnam
in these terms, and on the other
hand those whose mouth cliches
about defending democracy and
freedom against Communist aggression, have reduced one of the
most complicated and agonizing
situations in modern history to
shibboleths. Worse, they have
succeeded in making these shibboleths virtually the only terms
of the public debate on Vietnam.
The following analysis is quasisociological. It may strike some
as an intellectual game; I see it
rather as an attempt to step back
a bit and establish a frame of
reference against which further
analysis and interpretation may
be measured. It may also suggest some of the hazards involved in basing value judgments
eihter on deadline press reports
or on personal political preferences.
|t is based on three assumptions (1) What is happening here
is as important as what should
be happening here; (2) What is
happening may in the course of
time affect what should happen.

i.e.,
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the use of power and the

objective conditions to which it
gives rise may either undermine
or create a moral prerogative;
moraltiy, like power, is not static, and must sometimes be measured in relative terms; (3) Neither what is happening here, nor
what should be happening here,
are very adequately understood
by most Americans.

Interested in

staying alive

There is a struggle going on in
South Vietnam between two
groups of people, each of them
numbering several millions: in
effect they are two separate societies, co-existing within the
same geographical boundaries.
Each is trying to organize,
strengthen and sanction itself
while weakening or destroying
the other.
Though each group numbers
millions, they are both led by
relatively small elites which have
developed their own traditions,
their own social values, and their
own vested interests. The majority in each group are people who,
through varying degrees of sophistication, are influenced by
the traditions and values of their
elite but have little stake in its
vested interests.
They are people like civil servants, interested in salaries and
a modicum of culture, personal
freedom and opportunity for advancement; or merchants, interested in the free flow of trade
and economic stability; or soldiers, interested in winning without getting killed, recognition for

All Viet Cong prisoners and suspects m ust be guarded closely by troops on ths
battlefield until such time as they can be moved to prisoner camps for interrogation. Here a United States soldier blindfolds a VC captive.
bravery and home leave; or farmers, interested in the weather,
the market for pigs, owning
their own land and being left
alone. These people have been

By

Howard Moffett
Of
Canadian University
Press
at war for over 20

years, almost

all of them are interested in staying alive.
This is not to say that the majority in each group do not participate in the culture of their
they do, and often by
elites
choice. But it seems likely that
in a showdown many in either
group would be willing to dissociate themselves from their
own elite and exchange its culture for that of the other, so long
as their own popular and private
interests were not seriously
threatened.
In other words, the ideological
and material interests of the two
elites are not quite so important
to their respective sub-groups,
except where expert and intense
propaganda has taken effect over
long periods of time (as it has
in some areas on both sides).
This means that fundamentally
at issue within South Vietnam
are the traditions, social values
and vested interests of two opposing elites, fighting to destroy
each other's ' control over substantial portions of the popula-

—

'

tion.

The Elite
In such a situation, the distinction between being supported by,
and exercising control over, different elements of the population is at best a hazy one. The
question is illustrated by the importance that both sides attach
to the concept of "infrastructure"
or its equivalent in Vietnamese:
'ha tang co so. Broadly speaking,
an infrastructure is any system

authority. Implicit

in the concept is the idea that
an infrastructure
whether at
the hamlet or national level
cannot exercise control over
people without having their support in substantial degree. Conversely, if control can be established, support may be developed over time through popular

—

The most dreaded part of the battle usually takes
place after it is over when the soldiers search among
the casualties to separate the dead from the wounded, the enemy from his own squad. Two American
soldiers above, offer comfort to a wounded buddy.

administration.

village power structure prior to
the coming of colonialism or

communism.
To gain its political
and culends, the elite infrastructural
ture on each side has mobilized
substantial portions of the population it controls. Each has de-

—

—

—

veloped weapons
technological,
psychological, logistical
which
are being tested wherever one

—

side can find a weakness in the
other. At the present time, one
side has technological and logistical superiority within the contested area, whereas the other
appeals to enjoy the psychological advantage. Thus is a struggle for power, and no holds are
barred. The skill in highest demand is that of employing the appropriate weapon at the right
time, whether it be a mortar or
a lie.

Your simple war: pt. II

Infrastructure

of organized

The personnel of their respective infrastructures are the primary weapons in the power struggle going on here at every level
between the government and the
Viet Cong. Major elements of
each infrastructure aire devoted
to strengthening it and weakening the opposing infrastructure
(e.g. both sides lay great stress
on the development of strong recruiting and propaganda teams,
both practice selective assassination to destroy key lines in the
enemy's infrasthructure.) Furthermore, each infrastrcture is
said to be heavily infiltrated by
agents of the opposing gone. Significantly but not surprisingly,
many Vietnamese believe that
both Viet Cong and government
village infrastructures are now
much weaker than the traditional

—

Both sides in the Vietnam war
are using all the available power
they can muster to gain support
of the population. Yet, there is
another dimension to the conflict
between the elites of the government and the Viet Cong, and it
is best expressed in terms of
their values.
One side claims a sincere anticolonialism refined by fire
through twenty-one years of war.
It emphasizes social justice and
especially the abolition of privilege. It travels closer to the
ground, and more often has succeeded in identifying itself with
the simple virtues and viewpoints
of the peasantry.
Furthermore, it has often succeeded in
all civil
authority which the peasant tends

to view as arbitrary and inimical

to his interests, with the other

elite (both sides try to do this).
It stresses the necessity for social struggle and to wage this
struggle it has built, up a system
of authority which is unified to
the point of regimentation.
Discipline is strict, and apparently little deviation from the official point of view is tolerated
lest the infrastructure's effectiveness be weakened. Personal freedom and ambition seem to be
subordinated (sometimes voluntarily, sometimes not) to the collective goal.
The other elite claims nationalism, but has become increasingly reliant on foreign arms and
aid to achieve it. It too speaks
of social justice and the abolition
of privilege, but it lays greater
stress on the protection of personal freedoms, fortunes and
points of view. As a result, differences often become outright
dissension.
This elite is anything but unified. It is riddled with factions
competing for influence across
political, regional and institutional lines. It has maintained a
significant degree of personal
and civil liberty at the expense
of the continuation of privilege
and even organized corruption.
Yet this elite, heavily dependent on foreign aid because of its
own factionalism and widespread
corruption, is unified in opposing the regimentation and loss
of persona] liberty imposed by
the other elite in the areas it
controls.

Liberation and
Freedom

What is perhaps difficult for
American intellectuals to understand is that, though they are often abused by those in power at
any given time, the convictions
of the second elite run as deep
and sincere as those of the first.
The issue is better expressed by
a leading Vietnamese intellectual,
Ton That Thden, in a recent article in the Asia Magazine:
One may ask why the Vietnamese fight, and what has sustained them for so long. The answer
can be summed up in two words:
liberation and freedom. Those
are the aims for which they have
fought, suffered, and, died, and
for which, I think, they will continue to fight, suffer and die.
And they have found the strength
for it in Hie belief that they
(Continued

on page 7)
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War Is Hell

(Continued from page 6)
fight for a right cause (in Vietnamese ghanh nghia). So long as
they continue to believe that their
cause is right, they will persist.

And who can convince them that
to fight, suffer, and die for a
right cause is wrong.
But the tragedy of Vietnam is
that the Vietnamese are divided
into those who believe in the primacy of liberation, and those
who believe in the primacy of
freedom. The majority of the
first are in the North, and the
majority of the second are in
the south. Neither the North's
nor the Souths government offers the Vietnamese people both
liberation and freedom. Each offers the Vietnamese only half of
what they want.
This double half-offer, which
gives the Vietnamese a sense of
half-fulfillment and unfinished
business, is the major cause of
prolonged division and war, with
all its terrible consequences. For
not only is Vietnam divided, but
each Vietnamese is torn internally by violently conflicting desires. As a citizen, he aspires
toward liberation, and as an individual he aspires toward freedom. He cannot give up any of
those aspirations without feeling
a deep sense of partial alienation.
For a man is both citizen and individual, and without both liberation and freedom he is only half
a man.
It is against the above background that one can appreciate
the cruel fate which has befallen
the Vietnamese people
a victim of the mistakes of the statesmen of the great powers, as well
as the follies of their own leaders.

—

Both the physical war aawl the
psychological
wair
are being
fought here at several different
levels. There is a struggle to
build and destroy infrastructures

in each of some 16,000 hamlets.
There are squad and platoon-sized engagements between local
guerillas and government militia,
called Popular Forces. There aire
terrorist bombings at luxury hotels and in peasant markets.
The Viet Cong are trying to
build up troop concentrations
while avoiding pitched battles in
the rich Mekong Delta; government leaders, largely through the
intermediate agency of U.S.
Special Forces, are trying to win
the loyalty of the Central Highland Montagnards, who are generally looked down upon by all
Vietnamese Communist and noncommunist.
South of the Demilitarized Zone
full-fledged conventional battles
rage between battalions (roughly
1,000 men each) of American
Marines and North Vietnamese
regulars. "Pacification" cadres
from one side or the other are
at work in every one of South
Viet Nam's 42 provinces.
The struggle has now spilled
well beyond the borders of South
Viet Nam and has become in effect a regional war. Anti-government activity is reported increasing in Laos, northeastern
Thailand, and even Burma, while
the Hanoi government claims
North Viet Nam is about to be
invaded.
Finally, the international political implications for the rest
of South-east Asia
from Indonesia to Eaist Pakistan
are
enormous. And however Americans want to slice it, Southeast
Asians are the two major protagonists
competing for power

—

—

—

It's on the battlefield amidst the mortars and the bullets where boys become
men, and heroes are made. The battlefields of Viet Nam are no less bloody than
those of any other war and here two American infantrymen guard to make
Photo from LIFE
sure that none of theirs is spilled.
influence and the vindication of
ideology
as the United States
and China.
This, then is your simple war.
It is true that American warplanes are bombing and burning
and killing civilians, more than
you will ever read about in the
papers. It is also true that the

—

'

Viet Cong disembowel good province chiefs, or bad ones, and
they do run prison camps under
conditions not so far removed
from those of Dachau. The only
thing these two statements prove
is that war is hell, and modern
guerilla war is worse than any
other kind.

What is going on here has two
sides, in every usage of the
word. It is not just a slaughter
of particularly innocent, peaceloving villagers. Nor is it a particularly democratic defense of
freedom against terror and tyranny from without. It is a total
war.

WATERLOO LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY

Board

of Publications
Presents

ON CAMPUS:

Sundays 11:05-12:00 a.m.
on

RADIO STATION CHYM-on

your dial

hear
.WORLD and REGIONAL NEWS
.CAMPUS NEWS and SPORTS
.SWINGING MUSIC
.CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Support Your Board of Pubs. Newest Member
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On Display in Library

Vibrandt: Exciting
I

new

medium in Art

By KATHY CASEY
new, it's exciting, it':
startling and it's in our library
It's

But what is it?
Vibrandt is a clear polyestei
plastic which has been used a:

ia

medium in the B. L. Haye:
collection of abstracts and sculp
tures. Mr. Hayes is himself th(
President of B. L. Hayes Limitec
and Hayes Advertising. Hi;
works are mainly an introductior
to this new material.

The use of Vibrandt make!
the paintings virtually indestruc
table. It is applied in a liquic
form combined with a catalys"
and colouring agents and can b«
rendered in both two and thret
dimension-ail forms.

There is a wide range of col

our to choose, from, and wher
applied, they give
depth and lustre.

an unusual
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photo by Vair

I

exhibit itself is a good
owe, yet only one style abstract
is used. If perhaps there were
still lifes, landscapes or portraits included, Mr. Hayes could
better prove his point that Vibrandt will someday be the only
worthwhile palette.

photo by Vair

Let's Talk About . . .
(Continued from page 9)
you can enjoy it. Excuse me now

while I pick up the book and finish it.
Don't forget the annual Boar's
Head Dinner, Monday at 6:00 in
the T.A. This event is one of the
highlights of the festive season
and thi? year includes Father
David Bauer as guest speaker.

UNITARIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Subject:

Mo profits.
No promotion.

-

"Realities of Canadian
Geography"

Speaker:

No Christmas bonus.
Here's just the job for you.

Arnold Bogrgs
Sunday, December 11,

10:30 a.ra.
136 Allen St. E.
(at Moore Aye.)
Waterloo

■■-~''■

■■.■/.

If these words have a challenging ring to them,
instead of a depressing one... read on. There's
a place for you in CUSO. And you join hundreds
of others who are working in 35 countries, meeting the challenge of a world of inequalities in
education, in technical facilities, in engineering
and medicine.
This year, the Canadian University Service Overseas—a non-profit, non-government organization has already sent 350 young volunteers
to countries in Asia, in Africa, South America
and the Caribbean
a total of 550 CUSO
people altogether in the field, or about 1 to

—

.

—

new standards of health and science,
You can't earn a promotion
but you can promote. You wiiM promote new learning, and enthusiasm, and a desire to succeed in people
who are eager to help themselves,
There are no Christmas bonuses...but you earn
a bonus every day in the response of the people
you work and live with. And you'll be amazed at
how quickly you'll find an opportunity to develop
your ideas, your dreams.
Willing to work to build a better world? Here's

...

everyso,ooopeoplewhoaskfortheirhelp.

The pay is 10w... you won't make a profit. Ulii i laS&
Unless you count it profitable to see dc"■P*
veloping nations master new skills and

W/

—Sherling lined desert
boots in sand or

.. .

dark brown
from $14.95
—Also, Sealskin

"MUK-LUKS"

—featured at

just the job for you.
How do you apply? Get more information
and aPP |icatiori forms from local CUSO
representatives at any Canadian university, or from the Executive Secretary
of CUSO, 151 Slater Street, Ottawa.

CUSO
The Canadian Peace Corps

Phone SH 4-1832
72 King St. W.
Kitchener

InReview

Culture

WLU alumnus gives faith and life talk
The Rev. George E. Derail,
Who graduated from Waterloo
Lutheran Seminary in 1958, returns to his Alma Mater to speak
in the Chapel Services Wednesday and Thursday, December 14
and 15, 10 a.m. in IEI.
Pastor Doran will also be the
leader in a student-faculty discussion on the problem of the
Ohurch and its Relationship to
the life of the students and the
University Community. This will
follow a luncheon on the mezasiine of the Dining Hall Wednesday. December 14, at 12 noon.
The Rev. John Vannorsdall,
chaplain at Gettysberg College,
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania,
will
Speak at a special Sunday mornfog Service in the Keffer Memorial Chapel (Seminary Chapel)
on December 18. The service is
to be held at 10:30 a.m. and is
Sponsored by the Lutheran Student Movement in Canada, Water-

loo chapter, and the Faith and
Life Council of Waterloo Lutheran
University. All students and faculty are invited to attend.
Following the service there will
be a coffee hour in the Seminary
Lounge and an opportunity for
Students and faculty to react to
the thoughts presented by Pastor
Vannorsdall. An invitation is also
extended to students and faculty
to join Mr. Vannorsdall and Dr.

Dolbeer. University Pastor, at
the Sunday dinner to be held in

the mezzanine of the Dining Hall.

Pastor Vannorsdell will also
speak at the chapel Service in
IEI at 10 a.m. Monday, December 19. The chapel service on the
21st, Wednesday, will be an informal service of Christmas
Carols.
Pastor Vannorsdall is the author of a number of books: THE
PLACE WHERE YOU STAND,
Muhlenberg Press, 1961: WORD
AND DOCTRINE, Muhlenberg
Press 1965; and has contributed
three sermons in RENEWAL IN
PREACHING, Fortress Press,
1966 in addition to lesson materials for the Board of Parish
Education and numerous articles
and reviews for "The Lutheran,"
"Frontiers," and "Parish
School" magazines.
After Christmas the series of
guest speakers each week under
the sponsorship of the Faith and
Life Council will continue with
the Rev. Andrew Mazak, pastor
of St. Paul Church, D anbury,
Connecticut, former missionary
to.Argentina and father of one of
Waterloo's students, January 4
and 5; the Rev. Richard Petersen, college chaplain at Augustana
College, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, January 11 and 12; and the
Rev. Frank Jensen, pastor of
Lutheran Memorial Church,
Erie. Pa., and formerly pastor
of St. Mark's Ohurch, Kitchener,
January 29 and 30.

Poetry Corner
OUT OF CHAOS
Out there, outside of me is
chaos
Tiamat
Linking me with father 'adam.
Out there is rejection and death.
of
Inside there is chaos too
a different kind
Doubting, fearing, disgust, mis-

——

—

—

trust

Born of inadequacy, failure, and
past deaths.

—

Now it is different.
Now there is still some chaos
not all.
Now there is the other the you.

—

1 am a person, so are you.
Together we become persons.
We reach out through the misty
past of chaos and touch
Two hungry souls touching and
fulfilling,
And God is there.

Elements of Life
I clutch at it
bu: the water
Laughingly splashes
through my grip.

1 peer into it
and catch

A thousand sun-struck pinpoints
peering back at me.
The soundless water
reaches on like
Bluish mirrors spread for man
to walk upon
If man had faith enough to try.
Above the water insects

climb and fall

Dancing to the cadences
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of wind and sun.
I oannot grasp the lake;
it is too fluid
For my pen and I must wait
until it turns
Into the crystal glass of thought
and fragile memory.
This is the greatest thing to see
from pinnacle!l
And heights. The unison of water
wind and sun.
Richard Fox

The sky is darker and its raining

again

And my curtains blow breezes
through my mind
For some purpose.
When was the last time some-one
cared,
When was the last time some-one
shared,
My sorrow?
The buildings have started to
fade into some
pattern of fate that looks like a
dirty

window every minute.
I stumble across the broad plain
of life
Where the only permanence constitutes strife
And worry.
Who knows me? I have opened
my self up 'for you
to look in and you turn away
leaving me alone
and bitter.
Did you cover my shivering soul
with your warm
mind when I stood out in the
rain waiting?
And falling.
And so you tell me

to strive for
the dollar and
leave searching to other fools.
And so I tell
you of trees.
And you leave me again to go on
walking through

black velvet, coffined walls of
wonder and
searching.

You tell me that I think that I
have the whole world's
problems dragging on me like
some great chain.
I do,
BANG
Joe Hall

dull, varied plainness of
the city;
The steady pull of traffic up, and
a lone grey figure walking,
Decrepid geometry of dwellings.
A white bird circles, on the wind
And a flag responds to its sensual
stir.
Gwen Davies
The

Let's talk about By

LIS. HOLMES

I am writing about a book
which I have not yet finished
reading because I believe already that it is a novel worth
looking at. Sometimes you can
tell about the merit of a book
before reading the first fifty
pages. I think that such a novel
must be a good one
a very
good one.
The book is called WE THE
LIVING and it is written by AYN
RAND. It is about a country
which is very much in the minds
of the people of the western

—

We the living

world. It is a story about Russia.
The author is presenting to us
a picture of Russia after the revolution, at a time when the proletarian was trying to find a
world which excluded tfhe privileges of the bourgeoisie. It is a
picture of a dismal failure.
There would be several ways
of presenting such a picture. A
dull way would be by the use of
a simple narrative which merely
relates the situation as it stands
at the time discussed. So, who
wants to read a history book? I
have to do that for history class

a good novel,
though, and am more likely to
pick one up as bedtime reading.
Ayn Rand must have thought
of me when she wrote WE THE
LIVING, because she didn't give
me a history book. She wrote her
history
and that is really what
in terms of a few
the book is
individuals with which I could
identify. She presents a situation
without making her thesis didactic and boring.
The point of the story is thait
what happened in Russia after
already. I do like

—

the revolution was bad for most

people. The glorious freedom
sought by the reds was not found
in the methods of organization
which existed in Russia at the
time when this story takes place.
A lot of relatively innocent people
suffered at the hands of the fan-

happening
By DOUG DUNNINGTON
IN MOVIES
Capitol: James Coburn stairs in
the hit comedy What Did You Do
In The War Daddy?
Fox: The Rare Breed starring
James Stewart is the featured attraction.
Lyric: Dean Martin and Joey
Bishop continue to poke fun at
the old west in Texas Across the
River.
Odeort: Dear John continues to
wow the patrons in its third
week. The Greatest Story Ever
Told begins Sunday.
Waterloo: Due to popular demand, Doctor Zhivago has been
held over for the remainder of
the week.
AT THE PUB
Grand: The "contagious" sound
of The Plaque rebounds among
the friendly confines of Bridgeports finest.
Kent: All the way from Chicago come The Wafer-Watchers to
entertain the masses at Waterloo's entertainment mecca.
IN THEATRE
Tonight and tomorrow night
the K-W Little Theatre presents
The Madwoman of Chaillot. This
"fairy tale for adults" w<as writ-

ten by Jean Girardour and involves several individuals from
WLU. Included in the cast are
Paul Crouse, Terry Judd, John
Evans and Alex Procter. The
performances begin at 8:00 p.m.
and are being given at the Theatre of the Arts at the U. of W.
IN MUSIC
Christmas Carols and candy are
some of the features of the K-W
Symphony Orchestra's
annual
Christmas Box Concert on Sunday
afternoon. The performance begins at 2:30 and takes place at
the Lyric Theatre.
Next Sunday, the WUC Choir
and Concert Band combine their
talents for a Christmas Concert
at 8:00 in the TA.
IN SPORTS
The Hockey Hawks take on the
Lancers from Windsor to-morrow
afternoon at 2:00 in the Kitchener Auditoirum. Next weekend
they will participate, in the Dominion Life Hockey Tournament at
the Waterloo Arena.
The Basketball Hawks meet
Les Voyageurs from Laurentian
to-morrow night at 8:00 in the
T.A. An animal dance with the
Thanes will follow the game.

ARE YOU LOOKING
PLUCKED CHICKEN OR
FOR A CHRISTMAS

—

atics in control of Russia.
WE THE LIVING is the story
of a bourgeois family who returns to Petrograd to try and
pick up the threads of a life
which was destroyed by the revolution. The struggle that ensues
does not really seem to go anywhere. It seems almost impossible to find the plot. There appears
to be method in this. The story
seems to be an endless list of
difficulties without solutions. But,
isn't that what the situation was
in Russia?
I have read a social history
which really says something to
me. It teaches me a lesson about
people and it makes me feeL
That is an important element in
such an approach to history. I'm
afraid that there isn't much in
my history text which evokes
emotion. When I feel emotion, I
want to act
to make a change.
Well, there is nothing I can do
about the people in the story
except learn from what has happened to them. I know very few
facts about Russia after the revolution, but I know about the
people involved. And, this world
is made up by people, not facts.
I have told you what I think
about WE THE LIVING. I hope
you will read it and enjoy it. Yes,

—

(Continued

—

on Pag« 8)

FOR A
A URINAL

GIFT?

THEN HOW ABOUT
A MICROSCOPE, TELESCOPE, GLOBE
RADAR SENTRY

EDUCATIONAL GAME
MEXICAN OR DANISH CARVING
FANCY STATIONERY
OR EVEN BOOKS
(CENSORS WONT

ALLOW US TO TELL ABOUT OUR

NOVELTIES)

GET THEM ALL AT

"BOOK
38 KING ST. S.

NOOK

OPPOSITE SQUARE

745-2941

GRAND OPENING THIS SATURDAY, DEC. 10
WE'LL MAIL YOUR SELECTION OR SPECIAL ORDER ANYWHERE
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Everyone should have one
—

(This letter was writ(CUP)
ten to The Gazette by Ralph Hattersley, one of the foremost Am-

erican lecturers and writers on
photography. He gives his opinion of so-called pornographic
photographs printed recently in
the Western Gazette. Hattersley
works for Popular Photography
Magazine is a lecturer in photography at Columbia University in
New York and is an instructor at
the 'Germain School of Photography.)

Dear Sir:
One of your student readers
has written me on the controversy over photographs by Arnim
Walter in The Gazette, asking for
an undiluted opinion, whether or
not it agrees with his. He tells
me that some of your readers
are calling these beautiful nude
photographs pornographic.

I'm
people

afraid

these particular

are ddirty minded and

small. Such a person would probably call an apricot filthy be-

cause it has a rather obvious
resemblance to a healthy, nude
female behind. In this sense, is
not a lily also a sexually perverse object?

Readers of this sort should look
deeply into their own selves.
There is where the perversity
really is. In condemning Che
work of Walter they are only
expressing in opposites their own
sexual yearnings, a common psychological phenomenon. In condemning The Gazette they are
actually projecting unconscious
self-condemnation onto k, thus
making it ummecesasry for them
to see where the trouble really
lies
m themselves.

—

This also is a common phychological phenomenon. Understanding this, one should extend them
compassion. They are only naive
people who are being torn apart
by unconscious sexual conflict.
Who can blame them for wanting
to rid themselves of this torment?
But the way they go about it
is vicious, making a fine artist
suffer for their own lack of sensual fulfillment. Though such
people can be pitied they should
also be considered as extremely
dangerous.

this way and not see the work of
God?
If there is sex in these pictures
it is sex seen as beauty. And
that's exactly what in the larger
sense sex is.
Pornography is making sex less
than it really is.

Pornography is

sexualized ig-

norance.

are deeply religious pictures.

Who could look at woman in

More Directories
Those students, who have not
yet received their Campus Directory, are urged to pick up their
copies from the Board of Publications office, room 3 Student
Union. The office is usually opea
10 a.m. to 12 noon.

Pornography is sexualized sel-

fishness.
Pornography is a blind crying

in the dark.

Pornography is seeing woman
a tool, to be used brutally and
cast aside.

as

Anyone who is not badly selfblinded should be able to see that
Arnim Walter has seen tfhe female form with great reverence.
He has a wonderful natural eye
for beauty of space and form.
He has seen and respected the
great mystery that is womankind.
It might even be said that these

December 9, 1966

But what has pornography got

to do with the work of Arnim

whatsoever. He is a singer of love
songs. Respect him for it, for
he sees love in large scope and
with tender eyes.
In my opinion the readers of
The Gazette should rejoice at
seeing it publish such beautiful
photographs. Even those who are

Walter? Nothing. Nothing

offended by them should rejoice,
for their reactions are a reliableclue to very serious disturbances
in their selves which badly need
attending to. Unattended, they'll
wreak limitless havoc and lifelong unhappiness.
I hope I haven't come into the
dialogue too late (I didn't get the
letter to me for some time after
it was mailed).
If I am late perhaps you can
stir things up afresh. Very serious and important questions are

involved here.

Ralph Hattersley.

TWIN CITY BILLIARD LOUNGE
located in

TOWERS PLAZA
88 Bridgeport Rd.

Waterloo

Phone SH 5-0081
15 Tables
1 Shuffleboard
Snacks and Refreshments
T.V.
Ladies Welcome

——
—
—
—
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Now the gambling tables stand sflent. The laughter
and the
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Who really
owns Watfor?

It seems that the University
of Waterloo has adopted a new
mascot in the form of a fish
named Watfor. But does he really

belong to them?

If our memory serves us right,
and we demagogues are seldom
wrong, an intrepid band of explorers from our own WUC Explorers Club found and claimed
an uncharted lake that they
named WUC Lake. When they
planted their flag of discovery
in the lake they claimed the lake
itself, all its tributaries, and all
the wildlife, mineral rights etc.,
that were to be found therein.
Now it comes to our attention
that the home of Watfor is Laurel
Creek. Upon further investigation, it was found that Laurel
Creek is a tributary of WUC
Lake. So therefore under the
terms of the founding of WUC
Lake, Laurel Creek and all its
wild life belongs to us, and that
includes Watfor. This proves that
Watfor is legally ours.
There is one problem, though.
Living so close to that barbaric
tribe of savages known as the
"Plumbers," he ha.s been brainwashed by them and is now being
used for their own purposes,
mainly propaganda.
There is then only one course
of action left to us. To appeal to

the United Nations and the

SPCA.

McGill Students Reinstate Editor
—

MONTREAL (CUP)
More
than 600 McGill University students voted at an open meeting
Monday, (Nov. 28) to reinstate
ousted McGill Daily editor Sandy
Gage.

But their decision, which called
for no further action to be taken
against Gage pending results of
a Canadian University Press investigation commission into the
case, won't be binding on the
McGill students' council.
The council fired Gage Nov. 17.
At it's regular meeting slated
for Thursday night, council will
consider the open meeting's decision.
Monday's meeting was attended by pro-and anti-Gage factions
which became involved, in a lively, emotional debate which lasted for nearly an hour. The meeting was orderly at all times, in
direct contrast to the previous
one held on the explosive Daily
controversy.
Meanwhile, the CUP investigation commisison was grounded
temporarily Monday when chairman Tim Foley was strickeriftn'ith
a severe intestinal ailment.
Less than 10 minutes after the
three-man Foley Commission opened its in-camera hearing, Foley
collapsed and was taken to hos-

at least a day. Hearings are ex- a report expected by the end of
peeted to resume Tuesday, with this week.

STUDENTS 10 DISCOUNT
For girls

with
engaging

ideas.

pital.

A doctor who treated him said
Foley would be out of action for

This is an architects sketch of
the new rock garden and pool
proposed for the President's
House backyard!

You'll Enjoy Shopping

at

Merry Christmas

Model No. TR123150
;$150.00
from the
•'Diamond Treasure" Collection

Come in and see our engaging fashions. Styles as modern

as tomorrow.

from
Wilkerka Enterprises

created by

COLUMBIA
Diamond Rings
ethers from $100. to $10,000. at

BERKLEY TAVERN
SMORGASBORD

I

1405 King E.

-

Kitchener

j

$2.00
Noon
Evening
$3.00 I
Weekend (noon) 2.25
After The Show $1.25
Licenced Under L.C.8.0.

..

Southwestern Ontario's
Most Modern Department Store
151 KING ST. WEST

Kitchener, Preston Highway at Fairway Road

PHONE: 744-4444

10% DISCOUNT TO

ALL STUDENTS SHOWING
WLU DJENTIFICATION CARD

Stores in Guelph, Brantford, Gait and St. Catharines

$

Fridar. December 9. 196S
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BUSINESS

CENTS

by Peter, Paul and Brian
GAMBLE ON
vertised and how many could reMARKETING RESEARCH
member details of the advertiseMr. Adrian Gamble, President ment. He said that the results to
of Adcom Research Ltd., talked
a test like this could vary a great
to the Business and Economics deal; if for instance 2,000 people
were telephoned and questioned
students recently in an evening
session on the subject of Marabout this TV viewing the previous night, some ads could be reket Research.
He pointed out that product recalled by only three people
search was important in a comwhereas others could be recalled
petitive economy. This is borne by as many as sixty.
Mr. Gamble also explained how
out by the fact that over 60% of
the products we buy today were market researchers in Canada
were often at a disadvantage to
not available ten years ago. He
conceded that it was difficult to their counterparts in the U.S.
conduct research studies on the because the research in both
countries was of similar total cost
effectiveness of advertising
recalling the point made by one but in the U.S. the results could
company president that he was be applied to a market often ten
well aware that 50% of the comtimes as large. Thus the cost of
pany funds spent on advertising
market research on a per unit'
was wasted; the trouble was that
sold basis would be much less in
he did not know which 50%.
the U.S.
Mr. Gamble revealed that testIn January, Mr. Paul Durish,
ing is going on continually to
head of his own Advertising
measure the impact of various Agency in Toronto, will discuss
television and radio commercial Advertising. AH are welcome to
these sessions.
messages. In this instance thousands of people are telephoned by

—

—

employed by research companies to find out how
many people watched or listened

PHIL OCHS
rounded by fihe commoners who

destroy the establishment. Ochs
has only excluded one deserving

member from the class in the
mansion
himself. "Is There
Anybody Here, is directed at
those who believe that hiding behind a voice of authority justifies murder. Ochs assumes that
anybody who fights for his country is a damn fool. When one
broadens this argument, one
could say that anyone who feels
certain about anything could be
a damn fool. Who knows? Ochs
definitely seems sure of himself.
"Canons of Christianity," is the
first anti-hymn ever conceived.
The melody is somewhat of a
standard drone typical of pro-

—

he's back

.

interviewers

to a certain program, how

By JOE HALL
This album, Ochs' third, is another blast at the establishment.
He opens with a student song,
"I'm going to say it now," tat
which he complains that universities have become merely houses
of indoctrination and propaganda
the sociology course may be
an attempt to judge other ideologies by their cultural relativeness but the instructor still says
communism is wrong. "Bracero"
is a very beautiful, very melancholy lament of the plight of the
migrant farm worker. He leaves
the poverty of his own land, to dig
our crops and we push him into
a corner and neglect him. "From
a pezo to a penny." "Ringing a
Revolution," is a great improbable masterpiece of mind. In
this song, Ochs has gathered all
the "idle rich" of the land into
one great mansion that is sur-

ture of how the marinas treat the
natives in the countries they land
in, im "We're the Cops of the
World." "Santo Domingo," is another poetically beautiful song
full of images that are both
serene and horrifying. Ochs displays a sharp sense of satire in
"Love Me I'm a Liberal," where
he discusses the middle of the
road man as a disappearing poentity. "Changes,"
litical non
which is usually taken as bis
best single work, shows an intuitive knowledge of what is important in life and that time is
the only thing that will last.
"When I'm Gone," is a simple
song, lyrically and melodioally,
in which Ochs gives us his action
philosophy. It is beautiful for this

-

simplicity.

In Concert
test

songs, but the writer raises
some well-founded ideas. Occidental religion has become nothing but a trading mairt for
"Holy hands will count
souls
the money raised." The second
side begins with "There But For
Fortune," which is one of Och's
most poetically beautiful. This is
achieved by letting the problem
of involving social conscience
pass and concentrating on a piece
of art.
Ochs presents a true to life pic-

many

—

could remember the product ad-

WLU to be
sold--In calendar

"I won't know the right from
wrong,
When I'm gone,
So I guess I'll have to do it
while I'm here."
It is difficult to evaluate Ochs
through his individual works. One
must discuss his art as a whole.
Very few of his songs are written
in the first person. This displays
his method of writing as an im-

personal one, lacking introspection. He is trying to change society from without, not within.

He has abstracted the individual
from society leaving nothing.
And yet he still remains popular.
He remains popular because of
the quality or timelessness evident in works such as "Changes"
and "When I'm Gone."

A complete university calendar
including information concerning

all the schools of WLU will be
issued early in 1967. Also, separate calendars for the University College, the Graduate School
of Social Work and the Seminary
will be issued.
The purpose of one over-all
University Calendar will be to
tell the complete story of WLU
amd to sell this school as the university is really is. This is also in
keeping with the practice of other
large universities.

DON'S DILEMMAS

Decoration plans
revealed by
Villaume
Six choir boys, fifteen feet
high, will be attached to the side
of the library facing Albert St.
during the Christmas Season.
They were designed by Earl
Albrecht a senior student at WLU
seminary. Mr. Albrecht also designed a Christmas scene facade
which stood on the east side of
the Arts building last year. He
has also done the sets for WLU's
Purple and Gold Show, "I.'il Ab-

oer," and

"Guys

I
m
k%

_
•

The_ Girls
-T-

and Dolls".

HEY GANG

PIZZA PALACE
THE DUG OUT
NOW LOCATED IN

Free Delivery On All Pizzas
and Dug Out Specialties
Fried Chicken
Fish and Chips

/

r~*

I

Drop in for speedy service

or for take out phone 743-0141

.T.

_

_J

Jacksonm

ing that there is an unlimited
amount of fuel at the starting
point and that fuel can be left
for future use at a distance of
one (1) day's journey, two (2)
day's journey, three (3) day's
journey, and four (4) day's journey from the starting point, how
many days would such a journey

take?
Hint: It can be done in less
than 17 days.
This one should take you a
little time to figure out so maybe
you shouldn't spend too much
time on it before exams. Study
hard and have a merry Christmas.

:$a

83 CORD staffers slave nightly
FEATURES:
Editor: Sue Brieco
Staff: Steve Naylor, Deryk Tilden, Donna May Storm, Caroline
Caughey, Robert Woolner, Linda
Martin, Mike Jones.
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Didn't see too many of you
over here looking for the solution
to the last little gem. I guess you
people are pretty~ sharp. This
week's problem is for all you
space travel buffs again and
could prove to be a very practical problem in the future.
Problem No. 9
Time Limit 1 Hour
An astronaut is trying to reach
a distant heavenly body, which
even in these days of fast
travel, takes five days travelling
time. Furthermore, the vehicle
can be fueled with only enough
energy to last for 3 days. Assum-

J 3
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2nd Year Business Administration

your

FORBES MOTORS

representative on Campus

-

-

Pontiac Beaumont Buick
& Goodwill Used Cars
Bus: 742-4463

Res: 744-7297

Editor: Dave Little
Staff: John Long, Jim Macmillaa.
PHOTOS:
Editor: Stan Jackson
Staff: Terry Douglas, Samm, Phi
Attkins, Don Nicholson, Ken Harrison, Jack Mylnek, Joe Pefcar,
Herminio, Robert Sooklal, Dick
McManus, Jerry Vair, Don
Moore.
1™ ?!!
FINAL PROOF:
Editor: Bob Mclver
Staff: Tom Mather, Dave Pauft.
ler, Bill Whittall. Gary Hausec,
Ken Dick (ex officio).
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U of W by 13 points

Golden Hawks have wings clipped by Plumbers
By GYM ROSS
Last Saturday night the University of Waterloo Warriors defeated WLU 78-65 on the basketball court but an even bigger
victory was achieved in the
stands. This was our home game
at our TA yet there seemed to
be more yellow and black jackets
surrounding a more colourful
Lutheran jacket. They had six
bubbly cheerleaders, but due to
unfortunate circumstances, like
illness we could muster but two
brave and lonely cheerers. At
times they must have felt they
were in a vacuum, separated from
the din of the loyal Hawk supporters by a glass curtain. In
truth, the only barrier was the
silent air which shrouded those
who appeared afraid to indicate
their loyalty. Anyone can cheer
a winner. Everyone wants to
jump on the wagon when it's at
someone else's expense, but how
few there are that can throw
themselves wholeheartedly behind someone or something who
is trying their best to raise the
reputation of this institution and
thereby raise your and my acceptability, yes, yours, in the
world outside WLU.
Art the beginning the score

see-sawed back and forth be-

tween the two evenly matched

teams. As the Warriors built up
a slight lead, less cheering was

zation toward the various social
events preceeding and Aollowing
the event.

Society of the students' council

sold more than 2,000 tickets and
contributed facilities and organi-

heard from the Hawk supporters
and the team seemed to adopt a
who cares attitude. Although they
never gave up, too many factors
were counting against this young

inexperienced
relatively
club.
Bill Gillispie will not play this

season

and

Glen Wilkie was

first game in a long
while. Besides, John Zdrahel who

playing his

had been averaging 16 pts. a
game has quit because of pressure of his schoolwork.
Dave Bowen, with 17 points
was the top Hawk point-getter,
Norm Cuttiford (9 pts), Sandy
Nixon (8 pts), and Bob Bain
(8 pts) were the other high-men
for the Hawks.
For the winners, Power with
17, Glober and Pando with 13
each, were tops.
The Warriors, also won the
Junior-Varsity game 63-43. Gus
Slowikowski and Art Webster
led the winners with 13 pts. each.
Rick Gorman potted 7 for WLU's
makeshift J. V.'s.
This Saturday at 8:00 the
Golden Hawks play Laurentian
in the
T.A.
/

U ofT may back out

Bowl"
of "Busk
—

photo by Jackson

. ..

This Hawk was
flying high

We have

leprosy

—

What's eating
you?

University
TORONTO (CUP)
of Toronto's students' council has
threatened to withdraw its support from the annual Canadian
Save the Children College Bowl
Game unless the selection process is clarified.
Letters were sent to Bill Rodda,
fund manager, Ivor Wynne, selection committee chairman and
-Tom Gorman, founder and one
of the charity's directors.
Gurston Dacks, the students'
council member who mailed the
protests, said council passed a
unanimous resolution in a general meeting last week and this
resolution was embodied in the
letters.
The resolution reads: "It is
moved that the Students' Administrative Council of the University
of Toronto require as a condition
of its future support of the Canadian College Bowl that the process for selecting the competing
satisfactorily
universities
be
specified before any games are
played in a given year.
"The promotion of the game
must be consistent with the selection procedure.
"Each intercollegiate football
league which may potentially
supply competitors to the Canadian College Bowl must be represented on the selection committee."
Dacks says he feels the failure
to select a team from the Senior

Midterm hockey standings
Names

G

A IPts. Fp..l.rV

O'Flaherty

3

5

Seager
Haggerman

6
5

3

5

1

4

5

2
0
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
4
0
2
3
2
1
1
0
0

4
4
3
3

Tucker

1
2

Pass

Watts ,1,
Allen
Banks
Minerson

,

Hoyles

Cressman
French
James

Dobie
MacDonald
Payne

8

16

1

7

6

2
5

7
6

3
2
1
1
0
0

2

W.L.U. has scored 24 goals,
allowed 33, taken 229 shots and
allowed 217 sots.
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL
AND TO ALL A GOOD NIGHT.

2
6
4
6
12
0
2
8

10
2
19
6
2

Intercollegiate

Football League
and the inconsistent advertising
had created a lot of bad feeling
and ill will among students toward an otherwise worthy venture.

"I recognize that the Varsity
Blues and the SIFL have no inalienable right to take part in
the game. But advertising which
lists the bowl game as a Canadian College Championship is improper," Dacks said.
"Just because two teams are
evenly matched is no reason to
call them the best in the nation."
This year the teams were not
evenly matched as St. Francis
Xavier X-Men defeated Waterloo
Lutheran Golden Hawks 40-14.
Dacks said he was unhappy
with this year's selection committee which consisted of Wynne
of McMaster University, Maury
Van Vliet of the University of
Alberta, Morris Regimbal from
Laurentiian University, Bob Pugh
from Macdonald College and
Rev. J. T. Rousell of St. Francis
Xavier University.
"An arbitrary selection was
made less than two weeks before
the contest. What we need is the
committee to spell out the method
of selection so everyone would be
in the know.
"The committee could even lay
down a rigid system whereby
selection would became automatic and a committee no longer
necessary," Dacks said.
Last year the Blue and White

Army's Supertest
Service

34 King St. South Waterloo

YOUR QUALITY
MEN'S SHOP
110% Student Discount

STEAK HOUSE LTD.
THE ARABIAN ATMOSPHERE

'till 3 a.m.

/

i
v
Luncheon

I1

HUGHES

-

Flowers
Gifts
Cut Flowers
Corsages
Plants
Flowers Wired Anywhere
228 King St. South
744-9571
Waterloo

<JSj|jP

OPEN

Licensed Mechanic
136 King St. N., Waterloo
SH 2-4251 Jerry Armitage

ALICE
MEN'S WEAR LTD.

Photo by Jackson

WLU WAS DEFEATED on the courts and in the
stands last Saturday night. Coach Lockhart is doing
a good job with the team but success also takes
fan support. That is your department. Let's hope
we don't have trouble out-cheering Laurentian Voyageurs this Saturday night.

The Steak House
That Caters To
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-
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For Reservations Phone 745-3601
124 - 130 KING STREET S., WATERLOO

Free Parking At The Square
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MAN and His World

Canada presents a super teach-in
Canada's Contribution

•

Montreal's Expo '67 is going to be the greatest
show on earth. Not only does it involve more nations than any previous world exposition, but it
has probably had the most careful planning ever.
If any world fair can make a profit and be a success at the same time, expo is it.
Th:se were the basic conclusions that I came
to after seeing the half completed projects on He

Canadian arts will be displayed through a number of exhibits. There is a 500 seat theatre, a
1,200 seat band shell, a library, an art gallery
(which has already been swamped with offers of
high quality displays), a photographic display, and
a sanctuary which is "a simple place for meditation."
The Canadian display is super-deluxe since it
is Canada's effort to show herself to the world.
The eleven and a half acre sight will obviously be
one of the places to see, and if everything works

The Appeal Is to Youth
The whole Expo set-up has been geared to
youth with a special appeal to university students.
This budding technological era will be shown in
its present projected stages. Entertainment will
be geared primarily to youth with discotheques
and action stations.
The main area for participation of youth will
be the Youth Pavilion. This Pavilion will be divided into two main sectors: Theme and Activity.
Here young people will be introduced to themselves and their contemporaries of 70 nations.
There will be an emphasis on actual participation
discussion instead of straight narrative. The idea
is to use this transient group of scholars to exchange ideas.
The Theme section of the Pavilion will present
12 topics in different display areas. For example,
cells VI and VII will discuss the Crisis: 1) different forms taken by the restlessness of youth 2)
youngdivisions and opposition between older and
er generations 3) delinquency. Other topics will
emphasize differences between youth on the sax
continents and how these differences affect their
social economic and political roles.
The Activity section of the Pavilion features
area for an international film festival,
theatre
a
experimental and avant
plays by young authors
garde, and music recitals and hootnanies. There
is a cufi-dansant equipped for transformation into
a discotheque and of a "boite a chasons.' Jazz,
folk singing, folkrock groups and popular singers will be featured. A third part of the Activity
sector is the Ampitheatre of the Agora. Here
events will call for active and spontaneous participation by the visitors. Events planned include
hootnanies, choirs, drama, folk dances and songs,
gymnastics and sports demonstrations, festivals
and integrated art shows.
Other areas of Expo will feature entertainment
and activities for older youth i.e. 21 years of age
and over. La Fonde will feature boutiques, deluxe
restaurants and very "in" bars and discotheques.
In Fort Edmonton visitors will see the Gay Nineties era of sheriffs and cowboys, dancing girls for
the Salon and barber-shop quartets.
The Village features old town style of narrow
streets, darkly lit cafes, a swinging discotheque
with a bar and restaurant of dim lights and an atmosphere for seduction. There is also a dance
hall called
Rose Latulipe which will cater
to those preferring square-dancing and jigs. Those
wanting a period of quiet reflection and relaxation can go to Le Refectoire d l'abbage where
monks (real) will serve wine with cheese. The
Garden of the Stars will feature night club activity with dining, dancing and entertainment.
Expo 67 is presenting an extremely varied
program to appeal -to_ all Canadians. Students, especially university students are being given place
in the activities beyond their actual numerical
importance. There are many exciting and interesting things to do and see. Join the action group at

—

CANADA PAVILION: Canada's main contribution to Expo '67 features the Katimavik,
the name of which means "meeting place." It is a huge inverted pyramid rising 109 feet
and provides about 90,000 square feet of display area. The pavilion is strategically situated near the entrance of the largely man-made He Notre-Dame so that there is every
prospect that its eleven and a half acre site will become a focal point for the crowds. This
is the biggest single entry in the fair.
Sainte-Helene last September, and after talking
with and listening to the people who planned and
built the complex which is probably now Canada's greatest claim to fame. The efforts of the
planning committee are enough to make the planners of the New York World's Fair hang their
heads in shame.
The Katimavik, Canada's own pavilion, is the
classic example of just such a planning job well
done. The name means "meeting place,'' and the
designers have taken every concern to see that it
becomes just that. Everywhere there will be found
places to sit down and rest, eat a lunch, or just
chat. This is in response to the finding that people at the New York fair left after a day or so
because of their over-worked dogs. Rest, art,
beauty, convenience and efficiency are emphasized or employed at every turn.
The visitor enters an area called "the land"
which artistically symbolizes the mountains and
plains of this country. The "People Tree" is set
in the Land. Nylon panels 15 feet square, instead
of leaves, will depict Canadians at work and at
play. The tree is so big that up to 300 people at
a time will be perched in its branches.
Further on, actually in the Katimavik itself,
"The Growth" will depict the political and social
growth of Canada. This display is very imaginatively engineered. Six pie-shaped segments of a
circular theatre, 135 feet in diameter, will rotate
the audience so as to expose a new display every
four and a half minutes. Scenes will be projected
on up to three screens at a time to create special
effects.
Science exhibits usually cause waiting lines to
form. At Expo special attention has been given to
protecting these people from the elements, and
often to entertain them in the process. In the
Canadian pavilion graphics, artifacts, and archival material related to Canadian history have
been displayed especially to introduce the displays that the visitors are waiting to see.
Any amount of personal participation is possible in the Katimavik. It is arranged on three
levels which become progressively more intensive
in their approach as the visitor climbs into the
structure. Here, as in many of the pavilions, provision has been made to accommodate wheel
chairs.
Throughout the pavilion there has been an attempt to teach the visitor by involvement and by
appeal to emotions and aesthetic ideals. Because
of the wide variety of people who mil visit the
exhibition the appeal could not be n«fce singularly intellectual, but that does not mean that there
is no depth of meaning and implication. The student who goes to Expo with the determination to
learn will undoubtedly gain more than could be
taught him in a year of normal university work.
That may rankle, but I believe that it can be true.

out right, it will become the central focus of the
daytime visitors to expo.
The guiding principle behind the creation of
this display is stated in the early planning documentary. "Canada is the perfect stage for the
glorification of nature; it should also be highly
suitable the study of man today. Situated as it
is, historically and geographically between Europe and the United States it has been an land of

experiment where two great cultures, basically
divergent from each other have worked out a
hard apprenticeship in living together."

Expo

this spring!

THE GERMAN PAVILION: Lightweight steel and plastic fabric has been employed to
construct pavilion for the German contribution to the Exposition. This architectural
breakthrough makes possible the cheap spanning of a large display area
without heavy
structural members and other permanent features. The whole structure is dismountable
and portable, thus being economical for a temporary pavilion structure. It weighs about
one fifth that of normal construction, making it possible to ship it intact from Germany
It was developed by Frei Otto in Berlin's lastitute for Lightweight Structures and it is
called the "Technostructure."
'
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A unifying theme:
Expo 67 will exhibit careful planning. "Man
and his World" is the source of the inspiration.
This philosophy of "Terre dcs Hommes" is drawn
from the book by the French author Antoine dc
Saint-Exupeay. "To be a man is to feel that
through ones own contribution, one helps to build
the world." Hence the attempt by the planners
to involve the visitor in active participation in the
various displays. Each country has been urged
and guided in an effort to make the theme universal to all displays and pavilions. It is so broad
that it still allows great freedom of expression.
There are five sub-themes. "Man the Explorer"
will follow man's progress into the arctic, across
and under the oceans, and into the micro-worlds
of cells and organic processes. The display will include a walk-in human cell, and a working model
ef the nervous system which should be a course
in psychology in itself.
"Man the Provider" is a seven acre exhibit of
agricultural crops, animals and methods. It will
include "an ensemble of loosely connected pavilions of a walk-through type." Walls of all these
pavilions will be structurally reinforced earth.
"Man the Producer" emphasizes three sudthemes of its own. They are Resources of Man,
Progress, and Man in Control. A complete gamrait of scientific progress and development in all
fields will be related to the survival of man in
his world.
Fine arts, photography and sculpture will be
the basic exhibits in the "Man the Creator" portion of the theme area. The artistic creations
which will be on display have been selected for
their adherance to the over-all theme of Expo.
About half of the works will be from the Renaissance period of Western European art, up to the
beginning of the 20th century. The Near East, the
Orient, and primitive cultures will also be represented.
The urban plan, the workday community, economic development, and the electronic community are the chief aspects of the exhibit on "Man
in the Community." Sound, light, action, movement, and a dominantly out-of-doors appeal is presented as man is portrayed learning as he works
and plays.
The theme will unfold in various ways the
story of man's hopes and aspirations, his ideas
and his endeavors. It will provide scope for a
full inventory of the behaviour of man in his environment, and his ideological, cultural and scientific achievements.
Man is a complex being, fundamentally the
same throughout the world and throughout centuries of time, but he is responsive to his environment, to nature, to history, to technology, and to
his fellow man, and so his environment affects
ibis endeavours, and conditions his asperations.
Man continually searches for a better understanding of himself, both as an individual and in
has relations with his fellow men, and seeks to exin such realms as
press this understanding
science, art and philosophy. Search leads to discovery, which in turn leads to change, which
prompts a further series of explorations into the
changes of man the individual, his society, and
lihe relations between nations.
So we come to the community and man's function within. The community becomes the place of
meeting and exchange, the crucible for the ideas
and activities of men and nations. This is really
what Expo has striven to be. This is truly a portrayal of Man and his World.

MAN IN THE COMMUNITY: Gracefully rising interlacing wooden beams form the structural framework for Man in the Comunity, one of the major conti-ibutions to the theme
displays at Expo. It will emphasie exhibits probing the uniquely modern effects upon man
of growing urbanization and exploding populations. The geometrical growth of knowledge
which subtends the technological revolution is featured in order to trace man's activities
at work and at play. The design is by Vancouver architects Massey-Erickxson.

Theatricals:
Spectaculars:
the cultural side
For the first time anywhere, Expo '67 is feaWorld Festival of Entertainment concurrent with its World Exhibition. A dazzling array of internationally famous performers of the
leading entertaining arts is featured in a series
of mammoth spectaculars. Represented in the
shows will be opera, ballet theatre companies, orchestras (all types), popular vocalists, comedians
and athletes. Further special attractions such as
a film festival of thirty movies should complement the program and push Canada far along the
road to world recognition as a sympathizer of the
arts movement. Leading critics will be in attendturing a

ance.

So extensive is the scope of the Festival that

Expo has had to rent the well-known "Place dcs
Arts' for the six complete months of the billing.
To those unfamiliar

with this cultural com-

plex in Montreal, it boasts three separate theatres,
one of which houses one of North America's most
aceoustically perfect auditoriums, and a combined
seating capacity of 5,100 people. Film festivals
and light popular entertainment will be featured
in Expo Theatre, a $2>l/2-million structure which
seats 2,000 people. It is located just opposite the

exhibition's main entrance.

In the 25,000 seat stadium "built by Canada's
pre-

six leading automobile manufacturers will be

sented such spectaculars as "The Gendarmerie
Francaise." This French show involving 700 men,
110 horses, 32 dogs, 40 motorcycles, and 18 jeeps
is making its first North American appearance
and promises, if only because of sheer magnitude, to be a revealing display of the French method of approaching entertainment. Also from
France, composer Pierre Boulez. has been specially commissioned by Expo to write a symphony
which will be given its world premiere at the
"Place dcs Arts" engagement.
In addition to the French, major representation are being given by most of the worlds leading countries in the arts. The Netherlands sends
its "Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra.' headlining Canadian soprano Maureen Forrester.
From Belgium we will see the Ballet dv Vingtieme Siecle, one of the worlds greatest and most
controversial ballet companies. Germany gives us
the entire 330 member Hamburg State Opera
Company again having a North American denut.
A similar ooera company will come from Sweden.
From Russia, Exoo will experience a wide
variety of artists including flavouring from the
Ukraine and Relorussia. the Georoia d'nce ensemble the Piatnitskv Choir, an army ebonis as
well as other outstanding musicians and ?Ihletes.
And with some luck we may exneet the Re'«hoi
r-ollpt 3 nrt onera. Tta.]v
La c -ala
serids the
Opera of Milan with a cast of about 400 ~oformrers. TVnjpal of Austria's rn«h mialitv of art'stie
■nm-cnits. tho„ feature ihe Vienna S»--»« «-.fj and
Vienna Philharmonic Ofrii«tFs.
Another svmnhonv this time f*-orri AnctraTia. offers -n
}n« nei-formanee also at the O'aco dcs Art*. T'ina-llv. Canarla offers many of its bifhlv resoeeted
aerie" eomnanies inelurlin<y fftp o'i*stanrli>.T Ctratt
ford Festival pomnanv. As a simolement to this
wide array of nrofessional talent an alm<-.c+ endless )>*«t of
talent will be on hand to display

its worth.

Expo economics
Expo '.67 promises to be a most fascinating experience. Measured in terms of area, national participation, interest and entertainment for the in-

dividual visitor, there has never been in all history such an exhibition. But Expo requires an
abundance of sheckels, a commodity students
often run short of.
Don't let monetary morosity prevent your appearance at Canada's greatest centennial celebration. Get in on the latest CUS offer
a special
discount on Expo passports.
tes:
CGate Price
CUS Price
$20.00
Youth Season
$30.00
$10.00
$ 6.75
7 day
Adult Season
$35.00
$22.50

—

$ 7.50
$ 2.50
$ 2.00
A pssport is imperative for admittance to the
exhibition grounds. Purchased in Montreal, they
will be sold at regular gate prices. On campus,
CUS offers considerable discounts.
The owner of a passport will be admitted to
7 day
1 day

$12.00

the Expo grounds, all theme pavilions, and has
unlimited use of the Expo Express
the rapid
transit system on the site.
Passports are not dated, 1-day pass may be
used at any time, 7-day on any seven consecutive
days. Passports are completely transferable until
they have been endorsed by the owner or validated at an Expo wicket. Youth passports are
available to those 21 as of April 27th. Otherwise
an adult pass must be purchased. Passports will
be available in the ticket booth
Student Union

—

YOUTH PAVILION: The Youth Pavilion, located on He Sainte-Helene in The Ronde, occupies nearly 70,000 square feet. It is composed of a theme section which contains 12
model units, and an activities centre incorporating a movie theatre which seats 250 people, and a discotheque. This could prove to be the swingin'est part of the whole exhibition.

—

building:

Monday —12:30— 1:20
Thursday—lo:oo—lo:2o
Support Expo.
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Window

on

shimmering, supers on 1 c
hummingbirds take flight,

The

And the rhine-stone studded
waiter turns again to night,
Flowing through valleys of
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the World
sfhot eyed, crib-breaking enigmas unrolling toilet paper
time.
;
And I am on an island

dampness to corrugated light

—

And I am on an island
Cut away, I hope, from sleek,
suit-sporting-change-to-blue
jean-jacket drucks who can't
hold it.
Cut away by coiling rings of

smoke, prismed by glass,
Feeling, reeling, kissing, some
forgotten blade of grass,
Running into reality which is
only a man-hole covered past.

—

And I am on an island
Cut away, I hope, from the blood-

—

"Immoral"

—

A Calgary
CALGARY (CUP)
public school trustee recently criticized the University of Calgairy's new policy of allowing
women visiting privileges in the

men's residences.
"Women visiting men in their
rooms was wrong in 18%, was
still wrong in 1926 and is wrong
today," Harold Gunderson said.
"It's just another example of
the barnyard morals on the U of
C campus," Mr. Gunderson said-

THE QUEER CHARACTERS in this picture are members of the Fraternal
Order of the Glarg. Or maybe they are little green men inspecting earthling's
technology for a possible invasion. When our erstwhile reporter asked them
the nature of their business they mumbled something in an unintelligable language about a late night pirate radio show which features gorgeous girls
(Beatrice?), music and something called the Wilks Winner of the Week. But,
never fear, the Caped Crusader is here to solve all problems. He has stripped
them of their masks. Their identity is revealed on page 21. If you don't find
it there, try page 7.

Is a multiversity progress?
Rut centralization of the un-

By BRYAN DARE
The report of the Spinks
Commission has greater implications than any other recent
development on the provincial
level. The proposal is for a huge
multiversity with a central administrative body to coordinate
activities. The analysis is obviously aimed at reducing the economic inefficiency of duplication
of teaching facilities and librar-

iversity plant does not necessarily lead to increased efficiency.
Centralization of storage, library
processing and administrative
functions of universities can,
however, lead to such an in-

crease.

Ease

of

storage

and

processing must be balanced
against the problems of distrib-

and
ution, communication s
control which it creates.
For example, a centralized
university library means lower
costs through fewer duplications
but the problems of distribution
are gigantic. We still live in an
age of book-reading. To get a
specific bit of information, we
must actually scan those printed
volumes which deal with the
general area of concern. It would
be of little comfort to a student
at the Lakehead to learn that the
book he needs is in the central
Ontario library in Toronto. And
although it is theoretically possible for a computer to provide
him with the exact information,
such a system is still too expensive. Meanwhile students need
books yes. the same ones as in
Toronto close at hand. The day

ies.
The terms of reference of the
Commission were: "to look into
the state of graduate studies and
research in Ontario and to recommend ways to eliminate duplication aTnong the provinicially-supported institutions."
The Commission's first recommendation is to amalgamate the
14 provincially-supported univerthe
sities into one instibuton
University of Ontario, with a
main campus in Toronto (U. of
T.) and 13 satellite campuses.
Each university would maintain
a president and a senate (for
academic policy) but would be
responsible to the University
Affairs Department and the main
campus in Toronto.

—

--

—

2722 King St. East

Kitchener

YOUR FAMILY SHOPPING CENTRE

-

-

Hardware
Clothing & Footwear
Food Products
Stationery & School Supplies Records & Camera Supplies
A Large Snack Bar

-

Open Every Evening Until 10 p.m.

STONE'S OLD CASTLE INN
Dining and Banquet Room
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STUDENTS ARE WELCOME!

STONE'S ROCKWAY RESTAURANT
GARDENS

both opposite
KING

ROCKWAY

ST. E.

—

KITCHENER

that computers replace local
libraries has not yet arrived.
Why should Ontario take the
University of California as its
model?
According to the students of
Berkeley, this would be stupid.
They claim that the University
of California has become a faceless bureaucracy a multiversity
completely impersonal in an
age when inter-personal communications education is becom-

-

-

ing increasingly important
requiring professors to "publish" or
perish" for the university's reputation and their own as well.
Students never see their profes-

sors who find that advancement
comes not through good teaching
but through newsworthy re-

search.

As organizational size
so do the problems of control.
Thus a large organization is often
more top-heavy than a small one.
It develops, according to some,
"more chiefs than Indians". This
recognizes
Parkinson's
phrase
Law as it applies to bureaucracies
the tendency of any group of

administrators to create work to

perpetuate itself.
size, also discourages
Pure
change or even experimentation.
Because of the administrators
love of uniformity, if one unit is
to change, all must be changed.
Thus the costs and risks of experimentation soar and ideas and
institutions stagnate.

DRESSLER'S
MUSIC
CENTRE
Instruments
Accessories

Sheet Music
Organs & Pianos
162 King E.

Kitchener

742-4842

ONLY 47 DAYS
TO WINTER CARNIVAL
111 11 i mw
IN WATERLOO

Meissner Travel

Agency
for all your travel needs
134 King St. S.
745-6281
Daily (except Sat) 9-5:30 pm
■

IN KITCHENER
157 King St. W.
576-2300
Mon.
Sat. 9-6 pm

-
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At least they're consistent

Hawk pucksters continue losing streak
DENNIS WHARTON

By

Bad hadits are easy to make,
but hard to break. The Hawks
made their bad habit, losing, by
dropping their last four consecutive games. Only time will
tell whether they can break it.

The second and third losses
of this string came on Friday
and Saturday nights in Michigan
when the University of Michigan
dumped the Hawks 9-4 and 6-2.
In the first game, Hawk goalie
Ken Payne was bombarded with
63 shots, 27 in the second period.
The Hawks managed 26 shots on
the Michigan net. Pete Minerson
led the goal getters for W.U.C.
with two, while singletons went
to Al Haggerman and Bob Seager. The teams evenly split 20
penalties.

THESE TWO PICTURES (above and bottom right) illustrate the main reason
why the Hawks have lost their last two games to the Plumbers. Two weeks ago
they took it in the ear 7-0, and this we ek they got it again 6-3. Its pretty hard
to win though when you're flat on your pants (above). A brilliant defense
made it easy for the offense in both games and the result was two wins in

two outings.

In the second game the Hawks
started to show some early life
as they outshot the Wolverines
15-4 in the opening period, but
the Mobies' came on to carry the
rest of the game. Al Haggerman
and Bob Seager each fired their
second goals of the weekend.
This game proved to be very
rough with a total of 21 minutes
in penalties being handed out to
the Hawks including a 5 minute
major to Bruce Bobit. Final shot
totalis gave us a 30-23 edge.
home last

Back

-

night,

the

Hawks played a return engagement with the Plummers and this
time showed themselves welL
They opened the scoring at the
4:36 with John O'Flaherty vault-,
ing in a loose puck from in front
of the net. Smith tied it up at
the 12:10 mark, but 27 seconds
later Pete Minerson took Gric
Passes pass and broke in alone
to beat Copeland. Merryin tied
the game 2:2 at the 18:19 mark,
beating Ken Payne on a rebound
from the faceoff. Shots on goal
indicated the closeness of this
period with the Plummers holding a 14-13 edge.
Then the Warriors pulled off
a dirty trick by putting the
W.U.C. AiMon Popkey back in
net and sure enough it worked.
Bob Seagar managed to beat him
from a goal mouth passout at
7:35 to put the Hawks in front
but after that there was no more.
Lawless tied the game for the
third time at 11:31 and then Murdoch put the Plummers in front
to stay at 17:34. Hawks outshot
the Warriors 13-72 in the middle
frame.
The Hawks stayed in the game
until the 7:10 mark of the final
period when George Workman
fired a low shot from the point
to put the game on ice. Baird
ended the scoring at 10:51 on a
play with Lane and Henry.

Hawk Warrior Game Statistics
First Period

1. O'Flaherty (3)
2. Smith (Murdoch,
Romasayna)
3. Minerson (3) (Pas®,
James)
4. Mervyn

4:30
17:10
17:37

18:19

PENALTIES:

Copeland (delay
of game) 3:45; Seager (boarding) 7:20.

Second Period
5. Seager (Tucker, Watts)
6. Lawless (Smith)
7. Murdoch (Smith)

7:35
11:31
17.34

PENALTIES: Ruest (boa idling) 6:07; O'Flaherty (10 mm.
misconduct)
8:43;
James
(booking) 9:18; Watts (high
sticking) 11:57; Banks (Interference) 13:58; Workman (Interference) 15:48.
Third Period
8. Workman (Lawless,
Mervyn)
9. Baird (Henry, Lane)

7:10
10:51
PENALTIES: Tucker (highsticking) 5:14; Ruest (highsticking) 5:14; French (tripping) 6:38; Baird (kneeing)
14.08; Seager, (Watts, Tucker)

Go

Lancers
Go(?)

11:35.
SHOTS:
Waterloo Lutheran 13 13 11 37
Univ. of Waterloo 14 12 14 40

Birth-Control
—

College
PALO ALTO (CUPI)
authorities,
health
discussing
whether birth control pills should
be prescribed to unmarried female students, wound up in a
dilemma here last week.

The experts are unable to decide whether, attempts to prevent
unwanted pregnancies, which will
occur if colleges take no action,

B&L IGA
MARKET
Round, Sirloin, T-Bone,
Porterhouse & Wing
Steak
89c
Schneider's Red Hot
Wieners
59c
Morton's Meat Pies
Beef, Chicken &
Turkey
4 for
Puritan Beef Stew
24 oz. tin
Red Grapes
'.. 2 lbs.

— A Dilemma

justify the moral and psychological damage which may result.

However, Dr. Beatrix A. Hamburg, a psychiatric research associate at Stanford University,
says universities are really being
asked to take a stand on an issue
much broader than contraception.

"The students who want con-

traceptives are really asking that
universities express an opinion
on the new morality," she said.
If the student health centre decides to dispense birth control
pills, students will interpret it as

an administrative sanction to
sexual freedom, she said.

lb.
lb.

99c
39c

29c

FREE DELIVERY
Orders $5.00 and over
Corner King and University

Folino's

Are we really all that immortal?
—

Morality
TORONTO (CUP)
charges laid against two girls
and 24 men after a police raid
on a University of Toronto men's
fraternity were dropped in magistrate's court recently.

The charges against the 26 involved in the Nov. 17 raid on
Phi Kappa Pi fraternity house
were dropped because of "insufficient evidence," one of the
young men said.
Five of the men were charged
with keeping a common bawdy
house, the other 19 were charged
as found-ins. The two girls were

BARBER SHOPS

and MEN'S HAIR STYLING
WATERLOO SQUARE MALL
12 Chairs
No Waiting
SHOESHINE and MANICURE
Toronto Location
Yorkdale Shopping Centre Store 97
Flemingdon Park Shopping Centre

—

—

576-4800
789-3876

429-1137

charged as "inmates of a bawdy

house."

TRAVEL

UNIVERSAL
TRAVEL

"To prove we were running a
common bawdy house the police
would have had to catch us in
they didn't," one of
the act
the men said.
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GQOD FOQD
CHARCOAL STEAKS
AND CHOPS

.DIXIE LEE
Fried Chicken
10%

STUDENT

DISCOUNT ON
MEALS OVER $1.00
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Speak up

The Pulse of the Nation

young Canada
—

SASKATOON (CUP)
A federal cabinet minister recently
urged Canada's youth to speak
up and tell the country what it

wants.
Agriculture

minister J. J.
Greene told more than 350 University of Saskatchewan students
that Canadian youth was quick
to speak up about things it doesn't believe in.
But it hasn't been so eager to
tell the older generation what it
really wants, he said.
"You haven't told us yet. It is
time for positive statements by
the younger generation."
"If there is a reason for Canada's existence, that 'raison d'etre' is in the future. We've been
looking to the past far too long,"
Mr. Greene said.
Mr. Greene blamed the difference in mores for the lack of
communication between the older
and younger generationis.

Six charged
in theft case
—

WATERLOO (CUP)
The forof the University
of Waterloo printshop pleaded
guilty last week of conspiring to
steal $16,000 from the university.
In addition to Bruce Kurschenska, five other persons were
charged in Waterloo magistrate's
court with conspiracy to commit

mer manager

thsft.

testified the 34-year-old

CAMPUS CANADA
Kurschenska authorized overtime
pay for hours two other former
employees had not worked, splitting the money with them.
Kurschenska also issued pay
cheques to people not employed
by the university again splitting

the money with them, the university's accountant said.

Five of the six were remanded
until the first week in December.

Monk burned
in Windsor
—

University
WINDSOR (CUP)
of Windsor students .burned a
Buddhist monk in effigy Wednesday (Nov. 30) to protest Ontario's
controversial student award program.

The 15-minute ceremony attracted about 300 cheering students, who, after listening to
speakers protest the recentlyinitiated award program, set fire
to a kerosene-soaked effigy of a
seated figure in saffron-colored
robes.
The protest was meant to be a
dramatic presentation of dissatisfaction with the program
one
aspect of which calls for a rigorous means test before loans aire
advanced to students, a student
spokesman said.

—

Gordon decries
USA Union
—

MONTREAL (CUP)
Former
Liberal finance minister Walter
Gordon lashed out against those
who seek Canada's economic or
political union with the United
States.
Speaking to McGill University
students on foreign investments
in Canada, he criticized Canada's
reluctance to support any theory
of economic nationalism.
"Canadians have given up the
right to make their own decisions
necessary for the running of their
own country," he said.
"I'm not against foreign investment as long as they can be
paid within a reasonable time
without selling any part of Canada."
He also suggested Canadians
start buying Canada back now
by volunteering a small portion
of their wages ,as investment
capital into Canadian companies.

Civil law
revision tried
—

MONTREAL (CUP)
A McGill University law professor is

presently

attempting

Quebec civil law.

to revise

Professor Paul-Andre Crepau,
president of the Office of Revision of the Civil Code, says he
feels the present Civil Code is
completely out of touch with life's
realities.
The 100-year-old code, a reflection of France's pre-revolutionary
law, does not correspond to Quebec's present social and economic
exigencies, he charged.
Dr. Crepau, who has completely
reorganized the Office of Revision, has. set up seven separate
committees to prepare reports
on different areas of the civil
law.

Radio McGill
in hot water
—

MONTREAL (CUP)
Radio
McGill, like its printed counterpart The McGill Daily, may be
in hot water.
The student radio society was
recently criticized by a local radio station for a recent radio
program which allegedly contained a number of off-color jokes
and Objectionable material.
The warning, sent by CFQR
over which Radio McGill broadcasts one hour each night, was
over "a -question of content," a
Radio McGill spokesman said.

IHEAD SKIIHOfI

"CFQR said it felt the material
contained in the program was
not in keeping with their policy.
We aren't expecting any further
action in the matter," he said.
CFQR spokesman said although
the quality of material broadcast
on the Radio McGill program
was "very, very poor," further
action was unlikely.
Meanwhile, a Canadian University Press investigation commission is in Montreal investigating
the firing of McGill Daily editor
Sandy Gage.
Gage was fired Nov. 17 for
printing a Remembrance Day

story which claimed a McGill
civil engineering professor was
conducting research designed to
aid the American war effort in
Vietnam.

Impeachment
requested
—

BURNABY (CUP)
A former
Simon Fraser University students' council president has asked for the impeachment of all
present council members.
In a letter to council Csaba
Hajdu said council members had
not provided leadership, representation or administration.
"Regular reports should be
mandatory. Their work should be
openly

KITCHENER WATERLOO'S EXCLUSIVE

A

scrutinized continually,"

he said.
The former president also suggested restructuring council by
eliminating the positions of secretary, public relations officer,
clubs director and sports coordinator.
Questioning the worth of arts
and science representatives, he
said: "These two fellows are nothing but voting bums on student
council as far as their representative faculties are concerned.
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